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PREFACE
The back-log of child labor and legislation is,
doubtless, an enormous one, and we hardly feel justified in
presenting, in this brief study, a condensation of its prevalence
in nineteenth century England; but an attempt has been made to
present a compact review of the problem.

Our thesis does not

pretend to be exhaustive, for all bibliographical references
gathered when this paper was initiated have not been utilized,
primarily because they were unavailable.
A major part of the investigation was done at the Newberry

Library.

The Cudahy and Levis Towers Libraries supplied a number

of secondary sources, and the Chicago Public Library contributed
some materials.

I sincerely hope that an objective, balanced and

satisfying treatment has been given to the English phase of the
child labor problem in

t~s

paper.
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atAPTER I

OVhRVIEW AND BACKGROUND

The problem of child labor has been for all modern nations
one subject to speculation, deep concern, and subsequent legislation.
There exists no dictum which postulates that child labor is the
direct offspring of modem industrial systems.

It is not; it is

antecedent to any and all industrial movements.

The economy of

child labor was recognized in medieval times, but the guilds, in
their reasonable aDd veIl-regulated approach to the problem of child
labor, prevented the exploitation of children by the regulation of
the number of children a master might have in training. l

The evident

sanity of the traditional regulations of the guilds and their conformity to the Church'. ideals of justice and charity acted as a safeguard for apprentices engaged in trades of various natures.

Child

labor was not a sudden development of nineteenth century industrial iAtion, as many erroneously state, but can be considered as an
integral part of the guild system of England since the Middle Ages.
It is impossible to over-emphasize the fact that the Industrial
Revolution and the introduction of machinery did not create juvenile
labor nor the abuses associated with it.

1 Olive Jocelyn Dunlop, §.2!!! Aspects g! Early En&lish
Apprenticeship. London, 1811, 194-195.

2

The essential features of the earlier apprentice system
were the contracts of service and instruction for a definite term
of years which, in most instances, amounted to s.......
wi thdrawn from the home and the master acted

!n

The child was

loco wentis.

The

age of emploJment was manifestly the same as tlla t lIIhich prevailed
during the eil#tteentb and nineteenth centuries, but the new mill and
factory ovaers, the molders of the huge Napoleonic industrial tortunes,
did not exercise the

SUII

care for the health aDd general welfare ot

apprentices as the medieval master who was obliged by contract to be
respOnsible for the young men in his employ.2
Sadly enough, the growth of capitalism and the expansion of
trade in the eighteenth century acted as major torces in the development
of large businesses, and the bond between -plo7v and apprentices
became looser.

Close personal supervision was less practical with

.0

work concentrated in large factories, and the economic doctrine ot
111s!!1 t,ire !1 lssses ,ller relieved masters

faUed to accept

r.sponlibllities trGa the pressure of public opinion.

The employer

had a free rein in choosing and using labor as his business interests
The new conditions gave child labor a commercial value

dictated.

1Ibich it had not poss.ssed in pre-industrial _land.

2

Ibid., 199.

3

The apprenticeShip system, however, had not disappeared. 3
For a better understanding of the transition from the guild to the
factory and mill and of early nineteenth century legislation relative
to child labor, we will attempt a brief explanation of the apprenticeship system.

Essentially it was an educational system, under the

guidance and encouragement of the medieval Church.

Local craftsmen

established trades and conducted necessary business transactions
relating to their trades according to Christian principles.

In their

shops, the masters had a boy or several boys who had been taken on
according to contract.

The term of apprenticeship had definite rules

of conduct, and the young boys inducted into various trades were &iven
handbooks which contained injunctions stating:
• • •but you are to remember, that you are now taken
from the company of qiddl BoIS, to that of Serious
~; that you are now transplanted from PIal to Business;
that you are now entered on a Scene of Life, that is to
be the foUDdation of your future Welfare; and that of
all your Life to come which will be influenc'd, in all
probability, bf your Behavior in this your first State
of Probation. You are therefore to conclude the !2L
and becin the !!!!;. • ...
This system was not an ephemeral product of a decadent
ecclesiastic-ridden era, but a vigorous integral part of the whole
Christian life, and by the fifteenth century it had gained a firm

3 Olive Jocelyn Dunlop, EngliSh Apprenticeshie
Labor, London, 1912, 262-263.
4

~

!!! Apprentice's !!!! Mecum, London, 1734, 23.

Child

.
hold in England.

While it remains true that the system had its

faults, its merits offset what fRilings it may have had.

Delmege,

quoted in Teleky, recounts the lot of apprentices in medieval industries.
Many of them [referring to industriey were carried
on in badly lighted and poorly Yentilateci shops in unsanitary surroundings by workmen who seldom washed and took
no precautions such as are used in our time. Medieyal
working hours were trom .. or 5 a.m. to 7 or 8 p.m. in
IUDIDler; in winter, roughly tFOll daw to dusk. Halt an hour
was allowed for breakfast, another half hour at about
3 p.a. ad an hour and a halt at midday tor dinner and
siesta • • • There was, however, no night work, no work on
Sundays, or even on the more important holidays ami the
work ceased at .. on the eves of such holidays and on
Saturdays. Altogether there were about 280 full working
days in the year. 5
Unfortunately, the establishment of a national church and
the utter destruction or mutation of what had been Christian in theory
if not always in practice, .resulted in the nationalization of other
phases ot man's acti'Yities.

The old guilds were nationalized under

Elizabeth, but sbe was to reap the bad fruits of her labor in the form

of pauperism and the decay of tows.

Elizabethan statesmen vere con-

fronted with labor problems ereated by Elizabeth's statute, but they
wisely dropped the entangling problem into the hands of the guilds,
for at that particular moment in history the government did not have
sufficient administrative machinery of its own to remedy the new and

5 Ludwig Teleky, Histoa g! 'actorY
Nev York, 1948, 5.

~

t!!!!.!

HYgiene,

5

sometimes awkward situation.

The guilds continued to function in

their traditional way, but were responsible for the administration
of the statute of Elizabeth.

In this manner, the tendency of indi-

viduals to use children as cbeap labor was still kept in check. 6
The prosecutions under the statute of Elizabeth were
extremely rare, and. as Onslow points out, only commenced when ari sing
from personal malignity to the master, or jealousy of an individual in
the _ploy of the master.

Reasonably enough, an unskilful workman

was never the object of an attack. 7 This Statute of Artificers
passed in 1562 formed no sharp dividing line between early and later
apprenticeship, but it provided continuity between the two.

The

early apprentice system was the basis of the statute and the national
system of technical instruction.

To all intents and purposes it

was the system evolved by the Christian guilds and was in practice
from 1562 to 1813 during the centuries which saw the transformation
of England from an agrarian econOllY to an industrial economy.

The

sure and solid foundations of her industrial and commercial position
were laid in this time-span. 8

6

Dunlop,!2!! AsPects, 205.

7 Arthur Onslow, "Substance of the Speech of Mr. Serjeant
Onslow," Pemphleteer, London, v. 4. 1814, 308.
8

Dunlop, English Apprenticeship, 193-208.

{;

Apprenticeship in the cotton factories established during
the eighteenth century in the counties of Lancashire, Derby, York,
and Nottingham placed a heavy demand on the parishes.

The only claim

so-called parish "apprentices· had on the word was a traditional one.
These infant wards of the state were unacquainted. with any trade, and
thousands of them, inmates of pauper institutions from London and
other large towns were shipped in droves to the new factory areas.
The cotton lords took the precaution of legalizing them to maintain
a seIliblance of conformity with the Statute of Artificers, fed and
clothed them in barracks, and sometimes graciously gave them (David
Dale of New .Lanark Mills, Scotland) a minimum of schooling in the
factory school. 9
Accounts of the worchestershire needle trade, operative
long before the advent of industrialism in England, indicate that
children were apprenticed at seven years circum 1799, at least twenty
years betore machinery had begun to change the condi tions of the trade.
Doubtless the apprentice system suffered terribly during the
inner turmoil of England's Civil

War.

Drastic changes in government

after the War did away with the powerful Privy Council.
coupled with the conspicuous absence

or

This event,

Crown support, crippled the

guilds and they lost gro1D1d in the aftermath of the civil struggle.

9
1938, 189.

G.D.H. Cole, British Common People 1746-1938, New York,

r
7

The Restoration proved no panacea for the guilds.

The

Government abandoned attempts to exercise an effective supervision
over the quality of goods and maintenance of quality as well as the
terms of prices.
wholesale buyers.

These were henceforth to be arranged by skilled
Open criticism of the old guUd methods was rife,

and illegal wormen complained as much about the new companies as

they complained about the workmen.

Pamphleteers, those able defenders

of eighteenth century causes, struck out bravely to champion the cause
of trade.

Irregular workmen no longer hid in back rooms, but kept open

shop, maintaining that they were entitled to earn their living as best
they could.
Much of the revolt against apprenticeship in the late
seventeenth and early eiFteenth centuries was, in reality, opposition
to guild monopoly.

Roughly, from 1650 to 1720 an increasing disregard

for the Statute of Artificers prevailed.

As we have indicated, the

guilds stood alone in their efforts to enforce apprenticeship since
tile Government no longer took a prarulnent part in the administration
of the Statute.
So far as any definite date can be set down for the collapse
of apprenticeship the year 1780 perhaps marks the rather complete
breakdown of the Eli:abethan system of apprenticeship.

The chief cause

of its collapse was the growing pains of England's capitalistic system
of enterprise and the lack of public support.

r
8

Apprenticeship prevailed legally until 1814, but children
'Iolbo were called "apprentices" l\'Orked under the industrial system as
wage-earners.

This unfortunate condition resulted most ordinarily

from parental action.

The need or greed of the parents or the pressure

brought to bear upon them by manufacturers soon created a situation
replete with abuse and exploitation.
Two and a half centuries after it had come into existence
the $tatuUt of Artificers was repealed.

The old Elizabethan Act was

outmoded and unsuited to the new methods, new markets and laissez
faire principle adopted during the nineteenth century, and it was
no longer possible to enforce a regulation and system which had been
rendered impossible
pansion.

by the exponents of industrial freedom and ex-

CHAPTER II
ABUS&~

IN SPECIFIC TRADES

AND INDUSTRIES
The complete breakdown of the Elizabethan apprenticeship
system, al we have noted, was around 1780.

The chief cause of its

collapse was the rise of industrial capitalism.

An increasing dis-

regard for the Statute of Artificers allowed capital to become bolder
in its attempts to vitiate the old guild system and speed up the

procesl of reorganizing trades on a capitalistic basis.

The guilds

stood alone in their efforts to enforce customary apprenticeship in
the established trades.

The Government of Britain no longer took an

active part in the administration of the Statute.

The law courts

were delinite in their open and continued OPPOSition to it and the
muniCipal authorities were fast becoming indifferent to the goods and
evils in apprenticeship.

Public opinion, ordinarily reflective of

the temper of an historical period, was alienated from the old methods
and ideas and from the guildsmen who supported them.
Probably the sole purpose the Statute of Artificers served
during the late eighteenth century until its repeal. in 1814 was to
accolllllOdate til e proponents of capitalism and shroud. them with a cloak
of legality.

It was an excellent cover for the transportation of
9

10
innumerable workhouse children.

Parish apprentices were sent without

remorse or inquiry from the workhouses of England and the public
charities of Scotland to the mills and factories to be "used up"
as "the cheapest raw material on the market. lIlO

This was not a

chance happening or an occasional expedient, but a constant continued s.ystematic practice conducted by millowners.

Nouveau rich e
......,;;;;.;.,;;;---

millowners colDlllWlica ted wi th the overseer of the poor, and

wen

demand and supply lad been arrauged to suit both contracting parties,
a day was fixed for the examination of "the little children" by the
millowner or his agent.

The workhouse authorities had the dubious

honor of propagandizing and conditioning the apprentices.

They were

duly inforaed that by stering the mills, they would become great
ladies .. d gen tlemen .11
The parish apprentices were herded to the cotton factories
located over the counties of Lancashire, Derby, York, Nottingham and
other districts.

Conditions far from ideal for children existed in

nearly every area \lib ere manufacturing was carried on, but there were
few chaapions for the children in the 1& te 1700 t s.

The day of the

Peels, Robert Owen, Sadler and Oastler, and Lord Ashley was yet to
come.

10 Samuel Kydd, Historl
London, 1857, 16-17.
11

-Ibid.

~

.!!!.

FactorX' MOTement, I,

lJ

Prior to the passage of the Act of 1802 conditions became
increasingly acute in the textile industries.

The procurement of

apprentices from the different parish workhouses of London and
Binaingham particularly brought thousands of children ranging from
four to fourteen, with occasional instances of
down into the North.

t}~ee-year

olds,

Agreancnts of the most revolting kind were

often made between the manufacturers and the
for the contracting of children

~o

~rkhouse

authorities

were entirely ignorant of tile

fact that their lives were being promised away for a contracted
number of years.
,arded.

The condition of the children was totally disre-

The inhumanity of man to man which can and usually does

exist in an atmosphere of material prosperity vas evidenced by the
provision whereby it was agreed that with every twenty sound children
one idiot shaull be taken with the group.l2

Willoughby, in treating

on the subject of parish apprentices, throws some dark overtones on
the fate of these pOQr wretches. 13
Sometimes middlemen were employed between the mill owner and
the workhouse beadle.

The children, victinlized and unable to compre-

hend their future lot were deluded wi. th stories as to where they were
going and what they 'WOuld do.

Unscrupulous agents related that they

12

William F. Willoughby,

13

-Ibid.

15.

£!!!!!!

Labor, V, Baltirnore, 1890,

12
would be fed on roast beef and plum pudding, that they would be allowed
to ride their master's horses and have plenty of coin and silver watches
in their pockets. 14

An account of the transportation

of children given in Kydd

relates that

On the day appointed, the children were drawn up to be
inspected and selected; those chosen were then conYeyed
by coach, by waggon, or boat, to their destination, and
as a rule, trOl'l that _OJAent were lost to their parents
and relatives. It sometimes happened that traffickers
contracted with the o~rseers, remoYing their juvenile
victims to Hanchester, or other towns, on their arrival;
it not previously examined, they were sometimes deposited
in dark cellars, where the merchant in dealing with them
brought his custOIlerl; the millovner, by the light of
lanthorns, being enabled to examine the children, their
limbs and stature having undergone the necessary scrutiny,
the bargain was struck, and those poor "innocents" lfere
conveyed to the mills. The general treatment of those
apprentices depended entirely upon the will of their masters;
in very many instances their labor was limited only by
exhausti,)n, after many modes of torture had been unavailingly applied to force continued action; their food
was stinted, coarse, and un~lolesome; in "brisk times,"
their beds (such al they were) were never cool, the
mills were wen'ked night and day, and as soon as one set
of children rose for labor the other set retired for rest.
Discrimination of sexes was not regarded; vice, disease!
and death luxuriated in those receptacles of human woe. 5
The prime cause for the introduction of machinery on a large
scale by millovners was the use of children in their expanding textile

14 Kydd, HistoU

15

!!!9..,

11.

5?! lb.! Factory Movement, 18.

13

mills.

A young child perched on a stool could easily control a

machine which performed wrk that had formerly employed the services
of a maber ot skilled men, and it was purely natural that the tendency
to expose the children to exploitation should receiTe an impetus and be
carried to such excess as both parents and employer necessitated.

The

presence of small children in workplaces of all descriptions became
more and. more comDlon, ani the sufferings of the children became more
and more acute as it was increasingly apparent how useful and cheap
their services were, ani how difficult it was for parents to subsist
without the scanty earnings of the children lIho had taken their place
in the manufacture of goods. li Child labor was recognized by manufacturers as absolutely essential to the speedy building up of fortunes, aDd since no one apparently questioned the morality of their
actioD, it was uaiversally employed in the cotton mills and factories
which began to denst. ty the North.

Manchester, one of the earliest

industrial towns, became the seat of the cotton trade.

It was a

wealthy and populous center, but noticeably the greatest employer of
child 1a bor.
The economic individualism of the Mancbesterian school can
best be phrased in wards of both political and economic implication-laiss,z fair, !l laissez passer.

Hobson, commenting on the political

16 John Edward Whitehouse, Problems
1912, 104.

.!! BOl Y1!, London,

14
economy ot the era, states:
Why, since labour is always moving towards the place
were it can be most profitably employed, is it necessary
to do anything but let it flow? Why should the State or
philanthropic people busy themselves about this matter?
It labour is not wanted in one place, and is wanted in
another, it will and must leave the one place and go to
the other. 17
One of the first occasions for the lnvestigation of roill
conditions wa.s an outbreak of fever in the Manchester area.

FArly in

1784, the magistrates found it necessary to call in some doctors to
investigate an outbreak of fever among the children employed in the
Radcliffe cotton mills.

The first report presented in 1796 to the

Manchester Board of Health exposed the cruel conditions and abuses
1Itlich preyailed in the Manchester mills.

The Board, powerless to act

in behalf ot the children, referred the matter to Parliament, ani

asked that body to establish laws which would in lome way alleviate
the condition of the children in the mills.
In the same year (1784), an investigation was conducted in
the Lancaster cotton mills.

A certain Doctor Percival among other

medical mea lIho investigated the devastating feyer scourge which had
carried off large numbers of 1IIOrkers did not confine his attention to
the effects of the fever, but brougnt to the notice of the authorities
the

lon~

hours and the lack of recreation and instruction lIbich

17

John A. Hobson, ProblemS g! Poverty, London, 1891, 104.

15
existed.

Unfortunately, the number of those wo sympathized with

Doctor Percival and demanded improvement was too small to bear any
appreciable weight.

They made no appeal to public

~pathy,

but

Blerely based. their approach to the glaring defects of the mill
system on common sense. 18 The emotional appeal ~lich characterizes
the later agitation and legislation was lacking.

Dr. Aiken, in his description of the country around Manchester
(published in 1795), observed:
The prevalence of fevers among persons employed in cotton
mills might be lessened, by the attention on the part of
the overseers to the following circumstances. Besides a
due regard to ventilation, personal cleanliness should
be strongly recommended and encouraged, and the parents
of children should be enjoined to wash them every morning
and evening, to keep their shoes and stockings in good
condition, and above all, never to send them t~ work
early in the morning without giving them food. 9
This report, ordered by the justices of the peace, forced
the reform movement into parliamentary focus and subsequent consideration.
These instances led to the introduction of a bill in Parliawent to alleviate the condition of child-workers.

The energies of the

children were being exploited in every industry Which Englishmen found
profitable to expand.

Carlton, quoting from Walker's Political Economl,

has this to say about the preval ence of child labor in industry:

18 Dunlop, English Aeprenticeship, 282-283.
19 Kydd, Histoa.2!

l!!!.. Factory }-fovement, 13.

16
The beginning of the present Lftineteent!l7' century found
children of five and even three years of age in England,
working in factories and brickyards; women working underground in mines, harnessed with mules to carts, drawing
heavy loads, found the hours of labor Yhatever the
avarice of individual millowners might exact, were it
thirteen, or fourteen, or fifteen; found no guards about
machinery to protect life or limb, found the air of the
factories fouler than language can describe, even could
human ears bear to hear the story. 20
The band of those wo attempted improvement was snaIl, ani
they based their case upon matter-of-fact arguments as to the effect
of juvenile labor upon the national health--arguments not apt to
arouse much, if any, public sympathy.

The later reformers, as we

shall observe, used sentimental appeals and tear-jerking devices to
effect much-needed legislation.
Another logical reason for the employment of children in
the mills was the speed-up of competition ..... ich led employers to
snatch at child labor.

The child received a new industrial character

1Ibich was a strong inducement to his employer to over-drive him.

This

change from home or shop was bad for the child because parents and
skilled craftsmen were seldom such bad masters as factory foremen
and the coarse factory workers proved to be.

The noise of the machin-

ery, the dirt and dust of the mills, and the herding together of
hundreds in un'Ventilated factor! es were undermining forces which led
to malnutrition, disease, and sometimes death.

20
Labor,

Frank T. Carlton, Historx
1911, 457.

Chica~,

!!i

The employer felt no

Problems

~

Organized

17
responsibilities for his charges, and principles, if any employer was
still uncalloused enough to scruple, went to the wall.

The end, it

was reasoned by the political economists of the day, justified any
meallS at the disposal of the employer, and the sad result was that
the health and strength of thousands of young people were exploited
immeasurably. 21
Owen, an agitator for parliamentary reform, stated that
The employer regards the employed as mere instruments,
~ile these acquire a gross ferocity of character, Which,
if legislati~e measures shall not be judiciously deTised to
prevent its increase, and. ameliorate the condition of this
class, v.i.ll sooner or later plunge the country into a formidable and perhaps inextricable state of danger. The direct
object of these obserTations is to effect the amelioration
and avert the danger. The only mode by which these objects
can be accomplished is to obtain an Act of Parliament,
1st.

To limit the regular hours of labor in mills
of machinery to 12 per day, including one hour
and a half for meals.

2nd.

To prevent children from being employed in mills
of machinery until they shall be 10 years old or
that they shall not be employed more than 6 hours
per day until they shall be 12 years old.

3rd.

That children of either sex shall not be admitted
into any manufacto~,--after a time to be named,-until they can read or write in an useful manner,
understand the first four rules of arithmetic and
the girls be likewise competent to sew their common
garments of clothing. 22

21

Dunlop, English Apprenticeship, 265.

22

Robert Owen, "Observations on the Effect of the
System, It Pamphleteer, London, T. 11, 1818, 259.

~·1anufacturing

18

Still another factor which contributed to the buildup
of the child labor system was the parental consent extended to the
manufacturer.

Parents sacrificed the well-being of their children by

putting them to occupations by which the constitutions of their minds
and bodies were rendered greatly inferior to what it might and should
be under a system of common foresight and humanity.

Owen comments

thus:
Not more than JO years since, the poorest parents
thought the age of 14 sufficiently early for their children
to cOJlDlence regular labor: and they judged well; for by that
period of their lives they had acquired by play and exercise
in the open air, the foundation of a sound robust constitution; and ·if they were not all initiated in book learning,
they had been taught the far more useful knowledge of
domestic life, Which could not but be familiar to them at
the age of 14, and which as they grew up and became heads of
families, was of DlOre value to them thn one half of their
wages under the present circumstances.
Evidently the attitude of the religious sects, if such
existed in a state-dominated Church, was favorable toward the
manufacturing interests.

Individual clergymen spoke out against

the manifold evils of the system just as individual clergymen
extolled it for its manifold opportunities provided for the patient
practice of the Christian virtues of thrift and industry.

A clergyman

connected with the Religious Tract Society of London, and whose father,
opportunely, happened to be a factory owner, addressed the young
factory workers in these unctuous terms:

23

~.

19

It is a great honour and pleasure to be usefully
employed. This honour belongs to the young folks
in the manufacturing districts. Boys and girls of
nine and ten years old are doing that which is beneficial to society--and which can be done even better
b.1 their little nimble, delicate fingers, than it
could be by grown men and women. l4
The tenor of the author's remarks undoubtedly places him
in the camp of the laissez faire political economists and manufacturers
~o

were only too glad to have justification for their exploitation of

the children.

nlis passage indicates the religious cloak sometimes

used to palliate the problem of child labor.
Well, then, in the first place we congratulate
you on being usefully employed--on being of some consequence in society. How much better it is to be
working in a factory than to be idling in the streets 1 • • •
It is a great disgrace to be idle and useless. If all the
J.a zy boys and girl s were sent out of th e country, 'lib. 0 would
miss them for any good they do? But if all the industrious
boys and girls Who work in the factories or potteries were
sent out of the country; it would be a real 108s. 25
The influence of religious bodies in the manufacturing
towns was, doubtless, small.

The children were required, in the

pre-legislation period, to clean factory machinery on Sunday mornings
for several hours, which would certainly limit attendance at religious
exercises.

However, the religious bodies working among the children

conducted separate evening classes and instructions for boys and
girls in an effort to teach them the practical arts, and convey

24
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religious doctrines and inculcate good habits in order that they
might become worthy elements of English citizenry.

The Religious

Tract Society laid great stress on honesty--and justice--to the
employer.

Edifying passages such as the one quoted below, are

constantly recurring in IS! Young Folks 2!

lh! Factorr to encourage

youthful readers to do in similar fashion.
Not long ago, one of the workmen at the mill tried to
tempt my brother to do something dishonest, but, instead
of doing it, he vent directly and told the overseer, and
the master of the factory had him into the counting-house,
and talked to him, an:i made him a present of a very handsome Bible. He wrote in it, with his own hand, It James
Wright, presented to him by his friend and employer, as a
reward for integrity and good conduct." "My son, if
sinners entice thee, consent thou not," Prov i 10. The
man was sent away from the mill, but James was soon after
raised, and his friend taken on to work with him. When
James brought home his Bible, he kissed his mother and
said, "1 may thank you for this; it would never have been
mine if you had not tau@'Pt me to be honest when 1 was a
very little boy.n26
Liv.i.ng conditions aIlong the factory and mill folk were

squalid.

The factory to'WllS, such as Manchester and Birmingham sprang

up haphazardly to accommodate the factory system.

Disraeli in his

description of Wodgate relates that it had the appearance of a vast
squalid suburb with long lines of little dingy tenements with children
lying about the road.

He complained about the utter absence of public

buildings of any kind.

Churches, chapels, townhalls, institutes, and

26 !!ll!!., 114.
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theaters were conspicuously absent.

A glaringly noticeable feature

was the coarse and grimy little shops located in the heart of the town.
At

ever~y

yard

~~de

fourth or fifth house, alleys,

~lich

were seldom more than a

and stre&uing with filth, opened into the street.

On business

days the sound of the hammer and !lIe never ceased udd gutters of
abomination, and piles of foulness and stagnant pools of filth were
everylt'here.

Tbe entire atmosphere was tainted by the foul odors

arising from the litter and debri~ of the narrow byways. 27
Life under miserable conditions such as these would be
sufficiently difficult, but the length of factory hours added to the
unple<lsant circumstances of slum living.

It was the common practice

for parents to send their children, both boys and girls, at seven or
eight years of age, in winter as well as in summer, at six o'clock in
the morning, sometimes in the dark.

The lnanufactories were heated

to high temperatures Which were not conducive to health.

An hour

was allowed for dinner and in most instances, tile children remained
at work until eight in the evening.
The Bill of 1802 introduced by Sir Robert Peel (the elder)
after sufficient agitation, was entitled "The Health and Morality of
Apprentices Act. 1128

By this Act the hours of labor for apprentices

were limited to twelve a day and children were to be taught to read,

27
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write, and do simple arithmetic.

They were forbidden to work at

night and it was enjoined upon them that church attendance once a
month would be required.

Girls and boys were not to sleep in the

same apartments. 29
Needless to say J before the Act was passed, it met with the
bitterest opposition from the manufacturers and political economists.
Financial ruin was predicted as the result of such interference.
Particularly active among the members of the opposition were the Manchesterians.

A

certain Mr. Ure, an active opponent of the bill, de-

clared that the abuses of child labor had been greatly exaggerated,
and had been used as a pretext by working-men 11110 wished to obtain
shorter hours for themselves.

He spoke rather scathingly of the

Spinners' Union:
In London and the agricultural counties, the Spinners' Union
succeeded perfectly in mystifying dleir dupes by romantic
representations of White slavery and of the hecatombs
of infants sacrificed annually on the calico-crowned
altars of Mammon; but the durst not utter such barefaced
falsehoods in Lancashire.

30

Ev.ldently the strength of the Lancastrian manufacturers
was sufficiently great to bring pressure to bear in Parliament, for
legislation on the Bill of 1802 was delayed so that parliamentarians
might reap the full benefit of the remarks of the manufacturing
interests before attempting so debatable and drastic a measure.
29
30
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This Act, unfortunately, pertained to poor law children only,
and manufacturers merely substituted for them children Who lived at
home.

For a long period of time the

~rking

class held that it was

disgraceful for any father to allow his daughter to enter a factory.
There was in the minds of the parents a strong repugnance to the new
employment provided for children, and they rejected the attempts of
millowners primarily because they were able to provide for the children
and preferred to rear them in their own homes.

The term "factory girl"

was a title of disgrace, but as child labor began to supplant the labor
of adults, it became more and more necessary for parents who wished
to maintain a subsistence living-level to send their children into the
mills and factories, regretfully or unwillingly.

Robert Owen comments

about the change by a contrast:
• • .most of these branches are more or less unfavorable
to the healtb and morals of adults. Yet, parents do not
hesitate to sacrifice the wellbeing of their children,
by putting them to occupations by which the constitution
of their minds and bodies is rendered greatly inferior to
\1hat it might be and ought to be utkier a system of common
foresight and humanit,y • • • • Contrast this state of
matters with that of the lost orders of the present day;-with human nature trained as it is now, under the new
manufacturing system. 31
For every penny gained from the premature labor of their
children, parents sacrificed the health, comfort, and goad conduct
of their offspring, and the evils of child labor continued to extend.

II Oven, Observations, 257-258.
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Manufacturers, particularly those of the }1anchesterian school previously referred to, used a jingoistic argument to maintain the
status guo.

The remarkable prosperity of England, they postulated,

depended upon the freedom of enterprise allowed manufacturers, and
that if they were interfered with by legislation, the trade of the
country would correspondingly decline, a depression would result, and
England would lose her position as au economic power.
F..conomists failed to see labor as a body of men, women and
Children

~o

were individuals with inherent rights

unjustly violated.

~ich

were being

Workers were merely statistical cogs in England's

dynamo of trade which bad to prosper and perpetuate Britain.

Cobbett,

commenting on the factory system, maintained that the "stay and bulwark
of England lay, not as vas hitherto supposed in her navy, maritime
commerce or colonies, but in tbe labor of 30,000 little factory girls. fl32
The ineffectiveness of the 1802 measure encouraged laissez
faire manufacturers to draw more heavily on the child population.
Sir Robert Peel (Senior), in the front ranks of the movement for
reform, complained in unmistakable terms:
Large buildings are now erected, not only as formerly
on the banks of streams, but in the midst of populous
towns, and instead of parish apprentices being sought
after, the children of the surrounding poor are preferred, Whose masters being free from the operation of
the former Act of Parliament are subjected to no limitation of time in the prosecution of their business,
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thouln children are frequently admitted there to work
tldrteen or fourteen hours per day at the tender age
of seven years, and in lOme cases even younger ••• 33
The children continued to work twelve and thirteen hours a
day with a brief interval for dinner.

Parliamentary reports on the

textile trades (1804--1813) indicate that more often than not during
the busy season dinner was taken while tending the bobbins.

Breakfast

and tea had to be snatched while at wrk, no seats were provided in

most mills and factories, and the children had to stan! all day.

Some

were even requested by employers after they had put in a six-day week
to dutifully clean the machinery after working hours or on Sundays.34
It would be a futile task to attempt to .trace the fate of
the unfortunate children, for no one can tell how many died over a
period of years.

Respiratory diseases, especially tuberculosis and

pneumonia were widespread because of the adll temperatures and the
long exhausting hours.
business

to

No records were kept, for it was no onets

look after the children, and employers for the most part

regarded the children as of less value than their machines, lthich
at any cost were kept clean and carefully preserved.

The factory

owners were frequently from the "lover orders" themselves, with
little or no education, and were intoxicated with their own sudden
wealth.

Consequently, they had little or no sympathy with the class

33 Kydd, Historl g!
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frOOt 'Which they had sprung, and the children 'WOrked side by side with
the adults for the same length of time, were beaten if fatigue overcame them at their work, received no personal care morally or physically,

am

no edlX!ation.

almost gibbering idiots.

Hany were living skeletons and some
Of those who were able to survive in an

atmosphere of economic Darwinianism which discarded the physically
unfi t and retained those 1Ii10 could survive the physical grind, many
were constantly in poor health, ignorant of even the commonest
things, and destitute

ot religious

and moral training. 35

With the initial measure in legislative form, parliamentary
reports were ordered on the textile mills.

An investigation of the

calico trade in 1804 dealt with the trade as a 1Ii101e, but dwelt with
particular emphasis on child labor.

The chief complaint voiced in

Parliament, strangely, did not center about the inadvisability
child labor or the great

l~rm

ot

being done, but hinged around the ob-

jection that the work led to no after c8.reer, for the children were
tak en in place of adults and turned out as soon as they were not content with the work or wages.
Inquiries were made into the woolen trade in 1803 and 1806,
probably because the woolen mills were among the first to make use
of child labor on a large scale, and because the resultant abuses
were striking enough to warrant investigation.

The inception of

35 Dunlop, English ApRrenticeship. 266-268.
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wool-making as a mill industry had introduced machinery lIbich vas
new and increasingly complicated to operate.

One of the first machines

used in the trade was the "billy-board If which was low and easily adaptable to child WJrk. 36 The parliamentary reports indicated that both
children and young persons were employed in large numbers in the trade
despite the fact that rew of them were bond apprentices.
the report was contrary

to

The tone of

that circulated on the calico trade.

The

Calico Report of 1804 stated that children Who were working learned the
trade and continued it in after life.

It added, by way of explanation,

that conditions were'Dot all that could be desired, but that the inherent tendency of things was that they would right themselves if left
alone.

This optimistic note was not truly reflective of the prevailing

circumstances, and the abuses became more and more acute.
The COllmlon belief was that England could outstrip her
continental rivals only under a laissez faire economy.

Political

embroilment, involving England in the Napoleonic Wars, put Parliament
in a peculiar predicament.

The agitators for child labor reform were

heard with increasing insistency, especially in the Commons, but Parliamentcould not afford to cripple the manufacturers who supplied
great extent, the war funds.

to

This factor is often overlooked as a

valid reason for the slow start and drawn-out tactics of the reform
group in promoting and sometimes forcing parliamentary measures to

36
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a conclusion.

It can be stated with definity that tile reforms did not

keep pace with the growth of the manufacturing system.
The report on the woolen trade (1806) also indicated that

the children began to work at an early age, and owing to the use
of machinery, much of the work was conducted in the factories, many
of "'dch were utterly unsanitary.

In Yorkshire, it was related, the

enployment of children was universal.

They lived in their homes, and

from the age of five or six either went to work at the factories or
were Employed at home upon similar work, earning in both cases about
sixpence a day. 37
The ineffectiveness of the paper measure of 1802 and the
triumph of the manufacturing interests in Parllamcat caused child labor
to become even more prevalent.

Factories in populous towns, and

children of the poor in preference to parish apprentices rapidly
bec~e

the keynotes of the 1802--1815 phase of our stuqy.
As we mentioned jreviously, manufacturers began to use

children whose parents were amenable to their employ in preference
to the Poor i.aw a.pprentices.

The industrial interests began to work

actively for the repeal of the Elizabethan Statute of Artificers (1562)
80

that they might have a freer hand in the selection of workers.

Their main argument related that the law had been contrived for feudal
times in IJrder to keep the farmer on the land, and that Elizabethan

37
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law looked. for the advance of husbandry and the restraint of trade.
The COJmaittee of Manufacturers of London in petitioning for the repeal
of this Act inquired.:
Are the Acts of a Queen ltho had 80 little relard. for Trade
as to prohibit the growth of one of the most useful plants
because she did not like the smell of it-of A Queen of
wnam it is remarked by the Historian that "if she had gone
on for a period of years, England liOuld have contained at
present as little industry as Morocco, or the coast of
Barbary"-are the Acts of such a period to be esteemed.
inviolable, and unalterable?38
The repeal of the Statute of 1562, aided. by the agitation
of }ressure groups such as the Committee of Manufacturers, resulted.
in an increase of child labor and a further exploitation of the

eergies of the children.

Since they no longer could claim to be

apprentices, the Act of 1802 was without juridical effect, and
children were compelled by their employers to work thirteen, fourteen,
and eve fifteen gruelling hours a day.
Sir Robert Peel again came to the fore and secured the
appointment of a committee to "Inquire into the Expediency of Extendinl an Apprenticeship Act to Children of Every Description."
The results of this examination were presented to Parliament in
reports for the years 1816, 1817, and 1818.
P.el called the attention of the Commons (June 6th, 1815)39

38 "Committee of Manufacturers of London and Its Vicinity,"
Pamphleteer, London, v. 3, 1814, 227.
39
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to the utter necessit,y of some legislative regulation for the purpose
of restricting the employment of young children in manufacturing labor.
He called for the restriction of labor far children under ten, either
as apprentices or otherwise, and a limiting of labor to twelve and one
half hours a day including time for education and meals
leave ten working hours.

~dch

would

Inspectors, Peel fel t, had been remiss in

the perfonoance of their duties, and government appointees rather
thaa local magistrates should be provided at quarter sessions and
paid.

The passage of this bill was delayed four years partially

because of Peel's desire to conciliate his opponents, and partially
because the vested interests in Parliament blocked the measure.
A Committee of Inquiry was moved and appointed.
were called in before the Select Conmittee of the House.

Witnesses
Even though

reports, hearincs, and inquiries delayed the passage of legislation,
they served at least two purposes; one was the creation of an awareness
of the problem and the other was the gathering of a number of solid
facts which could be referred

to

in continued agitation for legislation.

Four doctors, among th_ Sir Gilbert Blane, declared their support of
the bill. Sir Gilbert was asked by the Committee of Inquiry if children
between the ages of six

to

twelve working for thirteen and a half hom- s

a day (one and one-half hours for _als) would suffer in health.

Sir

Gilbert considerately answered in the affirmative.

A. we have indicated, the manufacturing interests attempted
to block Peel"

Bill.

Lord Stanley presented (Monday, February 16th,

31
ISIS) a petition from the owners and occupiers of cotton mills in
Manchester and the vicinity.
House intended

to

The manufacturers had heard that the

revive the committee Whose labors extended over so

large a portion of the sessi. on of lS16.

They complained that the

charges brought against them were vague and inconsistent.

Children

employed in factoriel, they insisted, were in a generally good state
of health and morals, am parliamentary interference for their protection vas entirely unnecessary.

Members of the House from Lancaster

were inu ted to Manchester aDd its surrounding factories.

The manu-

facturers indicated their willingness to appoint a special commission
of their own choosing for the purpose of examining the actual condition
of perSODS employed in factories. 40
Sir Robert presented his promised motion on February 19th,
ISIS.

Wilberforce, that great friend of reform, supported the measure,

while Finlay aIId Philips, among others, opposed it.

Philips was not

without a personal stake; he vas a prosperous sleeping partner in a
cotton combine.

Finlay warned the House in unmistakable terms not

to

interfere with manufacturing and attempted to belittle the testimony
of the medical men

~o

had been quoted, declaring that they had never

been in the cotton factories and were not infallible.
Peel countered by relating the misconduct of a Lancashire
factory Which employed children fifteen hours a day, and after any

40 Thomas Curton Hansard, The parliamentarf Debates.
vol. XXXVII, January 27 to April 13, ills, London, IS 8, 440-441.
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stoppage, from five in the morning to ten in the evening--seventeen
hours a day, and this often for three weeks at a time.

Sundays was

machinery-cleaning time from six to twelve, and it was on evidence
that children as young as five had been employed for fourteen hours
a day.

Harking back to the pre-legislation period, Peel indicated

that prior to 1802 abuses existed in his own factory Wbich had been
kept from him by his overseer.
There was general agreement among the members that conditiona were evidently much improved since the Bill of 1802.

Sir John

Jackson expressed concern over the moral duties of the children employed in the cotton mills and inquired about the possibilities of
more instruction. 4l
On the occasion of the second reading of the Bill Sir Robert

related that there were many poor children in every part of the kingdom
liIhom there was no way of protecting but by act of Parliament.

He re-

ferred to the fourteen children who had been burnt in the night in a
cotton factory in an obvioua appeal to abolish night work for children.

Mr. Philips

express~

his u8Q&1 opposition by stating that

foreign powers wanted England to regulate her hours of labor so that
she would lose ground in the trades and industries. 42
On April 6th, 1818, petitions in favor and petitions opposed

to the bill were presented.

41
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Peel's impressive petition for the bill

33
had 1,731 signatures; noted clergymen and surgeons being among the
signatories.

The bill was tabled at this session, which meant further

delay.
April 10th saw further developments in the form of a signed
statement from Stockport.

Seven

~~otton-spinning

believably were in favor of the bill.

factory owners un-

The upposition, this time

in the person of Sir James Graham, said that Peel attached too
great an importance to the Stockport petition; Mr. Curwen stated
tha t the manufacturers themselves would reduce the hours from ten
to twelve.

Finlay added that there were many evils in other trades

such as silks and patterns but no remedies had been applied to them.
The bill was once more ordered to lie on the table. 43
Discussion in the Lords (Friday, May 8th, 1818) centered
about the advisability of legislating for other textile industries.
The Earl of Lauderdale, opposed to legislation, wanted to bring up
medical men to give evidence on the state of health of the children
employed.

Debate ensued which culminated in an understaming that

counsel and evidence should be heard against the bill before a committee
of the whole House. 44
Lauderdale continued his opposition (Thursday, May 14th,
1818) by a declaration in the Lords that the report of the House of

vol. XXXVln, April 13
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1816 was two years old and abounded in inconsistencies and absurdities. 45
By May 19, 1818, enough lobbying had taken place to hold the

proposed legislation over until the next session.

Lauderdale indicated

that the country was in an artificial state and it was highly dangerous
for ParliUlent to interfere with the Foperty and trade of individuals.
Medical men, he felt, would testify that the employment of children,
far from checking their growth, actually tended to promote it.

Re-

ferring to the appearanee of the Lanarkshire militia and the militia
of Lancashire and Cheshire which were the tallest regiments in the
service, he concluded that they were formed altogether from cotton
spinners.
The Harquis of Lansdowne declared that a great evil did
exist in the excessive labour of the children, and that it would be
proper to introduce some measure on the subject. 46 The lateness of
the session prevented any legislation on the proposed act. 47
Mr. Philips, eudently in sympathy with the vested interests,

called the attention of the House to the fact that the petitioners
had been grossly calumniated by statements 'Which had been made in the

46
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1816 report. 48

All that gold and energy could do to enlist the

working men of the factory districts on the side of the opponents of
regulation was done between the sitting of the first Sir Robert Peel's
Committee in 1816 and the Committee of Lords presided over by Lord
Kenyon in 1819.

The opposition in the Lords, though influential, was

ineffective and the bill passed through the various stages and became
a law.

It was limited to cotton manufactories-an injudicious con-

cession to Peel's opponents.
The Bill of 1819 prohibited the employment in cotton
mills of children under nine years of age and limited the working
hours of children under sixteen years of age to twelve a day. 49
Conditions in the mills were still far from satisfactory,
and individual owners continued to overwork and maltreat tbe children
in their employ.

The protection and preservation of industry should

be the object of the State, it was argued, and the proposed legislation
would injure trade, reducing not only the capitalist but also the
workers to beggary.

Another main contention of the opposition was

that the passage of the Bill would encourage vice, for leisure was
the root of all evil.

Tbis line of reasoning proceeded from a con-

ception of the manual-working or "lower orders" as being a class
apart, almost an inferior race of mankind, without any claim in the

48
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humane way of life, and litho ought to be kept properly to their one
legitimate sphere, which most inevitably was that of hard manual

wrk.
In the ensuing decade from 1820 to 1830, popular support
of the parliamentary reform was gaining momentum. and by 1830, an
influential section of the public was alive to the fact that many of
the conditions of juvenile labor were deplorable, and as a consequence
of their agitation for reform, more legislati on followed.
The matter-of-fact arguments of the early reformers (Lord
Ashley, Sir Robert Peel, Robert Owen) gave way to a certain sentimentalism in the House Which proved to be an effective instrument in
achieving legislation.

The Manchesterianism of the House was tempered

by the altruistic spiri t of the younger members who entered the House

full of enthusiasm for humanity and for the social refoms which
seemed to them to be bound up wi. til the success of their own principles.
Parliamentary reports, newspaper accounts and popular literature of the day reflect the changed approach to proposed refoms.
The emphasis on am appeal to sentiment is evident in this pertinent
passage:
Children have dropped down at their frames exhausted, the
fingers of little ones have been snapped off instantly,
their limbs have suffered in like manner; there have been
living bodies caught in the iron gripe of machinery in
rapid aotion, am whirled in the air, bones crushed, and
blood cast copiously on the floor because of physical
exhaustion. We know those 'Who have seen little children
standing at their spindles asleep, their little hands and
fingers, like the mechanical hands of the automaton, per-

37

forming their accustomed evolutions among the threads and
spindles; it was at 8Uc~ times especially that hands and
fingers were lacerated. 0
Unsatisfactory conditions were pointed up by the publication
t

of one of the most sensational exposes of the evils of the factory
system.

Robert Blincoe's Memoirs heightened and colored the abuses

existent, and served to arouse public sentment in favor of refom.
Blincoe had worked for some time at Litton Mills and relates that
there was a constant food shortage among the child employees.

He and

others were so hungry that they waited eagerly for the appearance of
the swineherd and lIb_ he had dUlltped food for the swine into the
trough. and left, he and the others would leave their posts at the
machines and steal the food, such as it was, from the animals.
Sometimes, meatballs were brought to the swine and the children were
especially on the alert for these.

Finally the swine began to squeal

their complaints, the swineherd investigated and the children were
discovered and severely punished. 51
Blincoe also relates that Palfrey, 'Who was the 8JI1ith at
Litton Mills, had the onerous task of riveting irons upon any whom
the master ordered to be so treated, and the irons were a great deal
like the ones usually put on felons.

Even young women, if suspected

of an attempted break, had irons riveted upon their ankles, and which
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reached by long links and rings up to their hips.

They were compelled

to walk to ani from the mill and to sleep in these irons.

One young

woman, Phoebe Rag by name, despaired of her situation and threw herself into the dam at the end of the bridge next to the apprentice
house.

She sank at once because of the weight of her chains, but

luckily, someone saw her sudden action and rescued her, pulling her
out of the dam by her hair.

Needham, the mill supervisor, heard of

the incident and became afraid that the example might become contagious, so he ordered James Durant, a journeyman spinner, to take
her away to her relatives at Cromford. 52 She was one of the rew
~lO

were relieved of her condition.
Although situations such as those mentioned above could

and doubtless did'prevail, it would be manifestly unfair to assume
that all mills were operated as inhumanely as the Litton Mills.
()fte of the more enlightened factory owners was a Mr. David Dale
from WaOM Robert Owen later purchased the New.Lanark Mills. Mr. Dale
erected his mill on the banks of the Clyde in Scotland in a relatively
obscure place.

He was reported to have two thousand persons in his

employ, five hundred of whom were children.

He ordered that the

children have some hours every day for eXercise in the fields, saw
to it that the apartments of the children were cleaned and well-aired,
and had ten school masters in the tuition of the children.

He even

brought little presents to the children who regarded him as the friend

52
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of the working people. 53 Such instances as we have just recorded were
rare, and the major! ty of mills could not be held up as models of
cleanliness, sanitation, decency or favorable working conditions for
the laboring element of England.
Kydd, in his account of the factory system, relates that:
••• the factory apprentices were fed, chiefly on porridge,
~lich was seasoned with beef and pork brine, bought at the
Government stores, or those of contraetors--the 'bottoms'
of casks supplied to the navy. This nauseous mixture was
sometimes so repulsive, even to hungry stomachs, that it
was rejected. Wbereupon, the overseer or overlooker was
accustomed to stand over the apprentices with an instrument
of punishment, a whip, or thong, or cow-hide, as the case
might be, and compel them to swallow this disgusting
diet. They were fed out of troughs, much resembling
those used by pigs. 54
In 1825 another act pertaining to the cotton industry was

formulated and passed.

By it a partial holiday was ordained com-

pu1sory for every child employed in the mills.

Saturday's work was

limited to nine hours .mich had to be accomplished by 4: 30 p.m.,
and weekly hours were set at sixty-nine.

The work day was arranged

from five in the morning till eight at night.

Still, supervision was

lax and the government had either carelessly or deliberately overlooked
the appointment of inspectors
carried out.

see that these regulations were

Evasions were more frequent than infrequent, and abuses

continued.

-.!!!!£!.,
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By 1830 an aroused public opinion was more than ready for

further legislative reforms.

Sir John Hobhouse and Lord },arpeth

had introduced a bill in May of 1829 which applied <as originally
introduced) to cotton, w.olen, worsted, linen and silk factories.
Hours were restricted to not more than eleven and one-half anyone
day nor more than eight and one-half on a Saturday.

Children were

Dot to have less than a half hour for breakfast and not less than
one hour for dinner.

No person under eighteen was to be allowed

to work beyond these hours and no child under nine was to be allowed
to work in a factory of any description. 55
ImMediate opposition came for the proposed bill came from
the mill owners of Halifax Who joined forces with the Scotch millowners
and brought considerable influence to bear on the members of COIIIIlOns.
The political economists, following Adam Smith, added to the ranks of
the millowaers their fond belief that the happiness of the whole
cOmfuuni ty would be promoted if each individual member could work out
his OllD ends in his own way without restraint or control.

The intel-

lectual resources and vigor of the political economists backed by
wealth triumphed, and Hobhouse's bill, considerably watered down,
emerged with the following provisions:

night-work was to be forbidden

to all under twenty-one, and eleven hours a day was made the limit for

-----------------55
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those under eighteen. 56
Michael Sadler, who was certainly no partisan politician,
but bent on serious refonn, gathered about him like-minded members
of Parliament who prepared the Bill of 1833 which was to extend not
only to cotton but to all textile mills.

.sadler's speech of March 16,

1832, on the occasion of the second reading of the bill, was as
follows:
I would seriously ask any gentleman, who has himself
gone through a modern flax-mill, whether be can entertain
the slightest doubt that the occupation, as now pursued,
must, in too many cases, be injurious to health and destructive of life. In many departments of these mills,
the dust is 80 great, and known to be highly injurious.
In those in wid! fine spinning has been introduced, the
air has to be heated as in some of the cotton mills; the
flax, also, in one of dle processes, has to be passed
through water heated to a high temperature, into which
the children have constantly to plunge their arms, while
the steam and spray from the bobbins wet their clothes,
especially about their middle, till the water be wrung
from them, in lfhich condition they have during the
winter months, to pass nightly into the inclement air,
and to shiver and freeze on their return home. In the
heckling rooms in Wbich the children ~re now prinCipally
employed, the dust is exces.ive. The rooms are generally
low, lighted by gas and sometimes heated by steam; altogether exhibiting a state of human suffering, the effects
of which I will not ~;ust myself to describe, but appeal
to higher authority.
Commenting on tbe flannel manufactories in the Principality
of Wales, Sadler had this to say:
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With certain fluctuations in the degree of labor,
resulting from the difference in the demand ot manufactured
goods, the children here work twenty-four hours every other
day, out of which they are allowed three hours only for
meals &c. When trade is particularly brisk, the elder
children work from six in the morning till seven in the
evening, two hours being allowed for meals, (lc., and
every other night they work all night, which is a still
more severesr-se; for this additional night they receive
fi ve-pence.
The emphasis in the parliamentary reforms, as we have had
occasion to relate, swung from a purely rational appeal to an emotional
one.

It would hardly do justice to comment on the next Sadler speech

in Parliament; it speaks eloquently for itself and its cause.

Then, in order to keep the children awake, and to
stimulate their exertions, means are made use of, to
l4tich I shall now advert, as a last instance of the
degradation to which the ~stem has reduced the manufacturing operatives of this country. Sir, Children
are beaten with thongs prepared tor the purpose. Yes,
the females of this country; no matter whether children
or grown up-I hardly know which is the more disgusting
outrage--are beaten upon the face, arms, bosom--beaten
in your tree market of labour, as you term it, like slaves.
These are the instruments. 59
With that, the honorable member exhibited same heavy black leather
thongs Which resounded through the House when struck on the table.
He continued:
They are quite equal to breaking an arm, but that the
bones of the young are, as I have before said, pliant.
The marks, however, of the thong are long visible, and
the poor wretch is flogged before its companions--flogged,
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I say, like a dog, by the tyrant onlooker. We speak with
execration of the cart-whip of the West Indies, but let
us see this night~ equal feeling against the factory
thong of England.
After much debate it was decided to appoint a select
committee to investigate alleged conditions.

One purpose of this

action was to delay the passage of the bill. Meanwhile, popular
demonstrations were held in Heckmondwike, Bradford, Haddersfield,
Dews bury , Keighley, Halifax, Leeds, Holmfirth and York.

Oastler,

whose assigned task was to speak at public demonstrations, addressed
a group of supporters on December 26, 1831, at Haddersfield in these
terms of appeal:
Take, then, a little captive, and I will not picture
•fiction' to you, but I will tell you what I bave seen.
Take a little feMale captiVe, six or seven years old; she
sball rise from her bed at four in the morning of a cold
winter's day; but before she rises, she wakes perhaps
half-a-dozen times, and says 'Father, is it time? Father,
is it time?' And at last when she gets up she feels
about in the dark for her clothes, and puts her little
bits of rags upon her weary limbs--weary with the last
days work; she leaves her parents in their bed, their
labour (if they have any) is not required so early;
she trudges onward all alone through rain and snow,
and mire and darkness, to the mill, perhaps two miles,
or at least one mile; and there for thirteen, fourteen,
fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, or even eighteen hours she
is obliged to work with only thirty minutes interval
for meals and playl! Homewards again at night she
would go, all in the dark and wet, when she was able,
but many a time she hid herself in the wool in the
mill, as she had not strength to go. The girl I am
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speaking of died: but she dragged on that dreadful
existence for several years. 61
Aroused public sentiment led to further demonstrations.
Thousands of laboring men and women trudged miles thrOUgll fair or
foul weather to attend open air demonstrations and march in rank
with large agitation signs overhead.

One demonstration whick took

place on April 24th, 1832, in Castle Yard, York, was known as a
pilgrimage of mercy to liberate the children.

Some had walked

twenty-tour miles singing hymns and songs as they marched such as-How wretched is thy fate-to be
Shut up in early years,
From light, and life, and liberty,
and all that life endears.
No moral lesson taught to learn,
Thy manners all detiled,
Thou still must pass unheeded on,
f22t Little Factory Child. 62
The decided emphasis on sentiment is again evident.
sadler

am

Oastler went into the beart of the manufacturing

country at Manchester tor the purpose of arousing the populace to
support retorm.

One hundred thousand people attended a demonstration

in the streets carrying banners with the inscriptions,

If

Welcome to

Sadlern , "Sadler and Oastler forever", "Cursed are they that oppress
the poor", "Let us unite in laying the axe to the root of infant
slavery", "No White Slavery",
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Revere Oastler, the children's triend",
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while Sadler and Oastler addressed the group amid flag waving and
music supplied by neighboring bands.
No stone was left unturned by the parliamentary reformers in
their efforts to better conditions.

A publication entitled

!2!

British Labourer's Protector and FactorY Childfs Friend was published
during the '30's to instruct and. indoctrinate the public mentality.
Whenever and Wherever possible, articles found their way into London
journals such as tbe Times and Illustrated London
the cause.

Societx

~

Tracts were written, societies such as

in bebalf of

!h! Metropglitan

m l!!! Isovem!!lt .2! l!!! Condition !.! FactorY Children

were formed, and petitions containing thousands of signatures were
directed to the House.

The Times, Standard, Mornin,.f2.!!, and

!!!!

!!!! Hours Advocate spoke out in favor of the proposed measm-e of
1833. An Asiatic cholera epidemic in the North also supplied abundant
material for reform agitation.
MeanWhile, parliamentary investigations were conducted by
the Sadler Committee to determine th e exact abuses j n child labor
and the extent of them.

Eighty-nine witnesses were examined, among

Whom a certain James Turner from Manchester gave the following
testimony:
It is quite common in the mill, for instance, to give
prizes to those that can do the most work in a fortnight
or so. Last Saturday three weeks, two of these boys
had been striving for three pounds of bacon and three
score of potatoes, which could do the most work for a

fortnilbt; the prise vas decided on that day, and the
little boy that had 18n it had often complained, when
he got bome J that he could hardly get to bed.. Then wen
the two boys have done this quantity of work the oyerlookers almost insist that others should do the same.
The girls they \111.11 give dolls to: they get tvo dolls,
a big one aM a little one, and hang them up in the
frame, and ~!8e that do the most work get one of
these dolls.
As a method of retaliation for giving evidence to the
Sadler Committee some of the eighty-nine witnesses interviewed were
barred from employment in the mills and the employers circulated. lists

.0

to neighboring factories wich were posted in the entrance-halls of

the sdlls so no one else would hire those

had been courageous

enough to state the actual conditions of child labor in the mills.
Another very quotable bit of verse vbich again stresses
the near-maudlin sentimentality 'Which had crept into the movement
is given directly belov.

It was used in the evidence of Gliet

Sharpe ot Keighley.

!h!

Factory Child's

1!!!

Day

'Twas on a winter's morning,
The weather vet and wild,
Three hours betore the dawning
The father roused his child;
Her daily morsel bringing,
The darksome room he paced,
And cried, "The bell is ringing,
My hapless darling, hastel"
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"Father, I'm up but weary,
I scarce can reach the door,
And long the way, and drearyo carry me once more!
To help us we've no mother,
And you have no employ:
They killed my little brotherLike him I'll work and die!"
Her wasted form seem'd nothing,
The load was at his heart:
The sufferer he kept soothing,
Till at the mill they part.
The overlooker met her,
As to her frame she crept,
And with his thong he beat her,
And cursed her as she wept.
Alas 1 what hours of horror
Made up her latest day;
In toil, and pain, and sorrow,
They slowly passed away:
It seellltd a8 she grew weaker,
The threads the oft'ner broke,
The rapid Wheels ran quicker,
And heavier fell the stroke.
The sun had long descended
But night brought no repose;
H!£ day began and ended
As cruel tyrants chose.
At length a little neighbor,
Her halfpenny she paid,
To take her last hour's labor;
While by her frame she laid.
At last the engine ceasing
The captive homeward rushed;
She thought her strength increasing'Twas hope her spirits flush'd:
She left, but oft she tarried;
She fell and rose no more ..
Till by her comrades carried,
She reached her father's door.

,i
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All night with tortured feelings,
He watched his speecbless child;
While close, beside her kneeling,
She knew him not--nor smiltd:
Again the factory" ringing
Her last perceptions tried;
When from her straw bed springing,
"'Tis timel" she shrieked, and died!
That night a chariot pass1d her,
WhUe on the ground she 1&7,
The daughters of her master
An evening visit pay;
Their tender hearts were sighing,
As negro wrongs were told,
WhUe the wite slave was dying,
\tho gained their father's gold. 64
Doubtle.s 80me of the upwards of three hundred members were
moved to pity the condition of tllousands of hapless youngsters 'Who
were mill workers by a recital replete with sentiments such as this.
Agitation for the passage of tlle bUI was evidenced in 1831,
1832, and early 1833.

Sadler, one of the foremost champions of the

proposed Ten Hours BUl, was rejected by Leeds ani Haddersfield, and
momentarily the cause was without a staunch champion at its head.
Oastler was in prison but far from silenced in the defense of the
cause.

It was a time of trepidation and caution.

The Times for

February 7th, 1833, related that Lord Ashley had taken over the
renewal of the bill immediately upon the return of the Speaker from
the Lords, and that notice was received with unusual and very hearty

!
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approbation from all parts of the aouae.
Early in the 1833 session, a Royal Commission of Inquiry
wal appointed to conduct investigations.

More public pressure was

brought to bear on Parliament, the measure passed the House but met
wi th some opposition in the Lords.

Howeyer, no substantial changes

were made in the Bill of 1833. The operatives affected were children
between the ages of nine and tldrteen and young persons thirteen to
eighteen rears.
and could work

Children were limited to a nine hour working day
forty-ei~t

hours a week.

to work sixty-nine hours weekly.

Young persons were permitted

Hours were to be from five-thirty

in the morning until eipt-thirty in the evening.

The bill in its

legal form appeared as follows:
enacted, That from and after the first day of January,
one thousand eight hundred and thirty-four, it shall not
be lawful. for any person whatsoever, to employ in any
factory or mill, except in mills for the manufacture of
silk, any child w.o shall not have completed his, or her,
ninth year. That, from and after the expiration of six
months after the pasling of this Act, it shall not be
lawful for any person lIbataoever, to employ, keep, or
allow to remain, in any factory, or mill as aforesaid
for a longer time than forty-eight hours in anyone week,
nor for a longer time than nine hours in anyone day,
except as herein provided, any child who shall not have
completed his, or her eleventh year of age, or after the
expiration of thirty months from the passing of this Act
any child shall have completed his, or her, thirteenth
year of age: provided, nevertheless that in mills for
the manufacture of silk, children under the age of thirteen
years shall be allowed to work ten hours in anyone day.65

65 Kydd, History,2( l!!! FactorY MoYemeat, II, 82.
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Factory insp ectors were appointed by the government to
superintend the enforcement of the Act, but Hr. Steward, one of the
factory inspectors, declared the Act to be impractical ani easy to
evade.

His implication was that the millowners' influence was still

evident in parliamentary acts.

The inspectors met with a great

deal of opposition, particularly in the cotton mills, and employers
were able, for a time, to dupe the inspectors by USing the "false
relay" system. 66

Under this evasion, children were sent from room

to room and enga,ed in various occupations pertaining to the trade
Which made it nearly impossible to check the actual number of hours
they

~rked.

In the courge of time, methods of inspection were

standardized, and the factory owners were brought to the hard realization that the inspectors had to be accepted as permanent.

The Act

of 1850 was the most substantial step taken in the way of reform.
principal provisions of the act, in brief, were:
of children under nine was forbidden.

'n1e

1) The employment

2) The hours of labor for those

between nine and thirteen were limited to ei~lt hours a day.

3) The

hours of labor for those under eighteen engaged in worsted, hemp, tow
and linen spinning should not exceed twelve hours a day, and night
work was forbidden tit em.

66

The most significant feature of this act

Dunlop, En&!ish Aplrenticeship, 290.

Sl
was that relating to school attendance and the appointment of inspectors to enforce the law. 61
Children UD.ier this act were limited to forty-eight hours
weekly.

The passage

ot

the Act of 1833 caused the m:lllo'Wllers no

Ii ttle anxiety, ard they determined to employ large nUlllbers of women
wo did not come under the legislative acts.

Due to the tremendous

expansion of industry I however I the employment of children was still
extensive, and the Parliamentary Report for the year 1833 estimated
that out of 110,000 employees in the cotton mills there were still
10,000 children under eighteen.
In 1842, through the efforts of Lord Ashley who had refused

a political appointment to continue the work of reform, a coDlllission
was appointed to investigate the conditions of child employment.
Ashley and Mr. Charles Hindle indicated the ineffectiveness of the
enforcement of the Factory Act of 1833 as early as 1836.

They pointed

out that in many instances the inspectors were millovners too, so the
law could hardly be fIlforced.

The net result of this illuminating

report was the passage of the Act of 1844 which applied to children,
young persons, and -women.

Under it, children were not allowed to

work more than six and one-half hours a day and attendance at school
was required for the other half-day as a condition of _ployment. 68
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It is a difficult problem to measure the vantage given
by this pronaion.

to

the children

True, it was an advance, but the half-time system

was not a satisfactory solution.

After the inception of the system

one inspector had this to say about conditions prevailing in the
schools attended by half-timers:
In one town I visited six large council schools, all of
which contained an ayerage of from one hundred to one
hundred and fifty half-timers. Fifty per cent of the
children at work, in the upper classes, were half-timers;
in some schools even more. In one class I found fortynine, out of fifty-six girls, half-timers -- only seven
being present the litole day. In another the proportion
was thirty-six out of fifty-five; in another fourteen out
of twenty-seven; in another, twenty out of forty. The
children are not all present at the same time, some being
engaged in the morning shift, others in the afternoon;
consequently continuity of teaching is only secured with
difficulty. The teachers say the children lose more than
fifty per cent of their education. When they come to school
after the morning shift thirty-three per cent are in a
semicomatose condition, quite unable to profit educationally
from the lessons put before them, and more often than not
they fall asleep in school during the afternoon. This is
hardly to be wndered at when we remember that the children
are almost entirely employed in the spinning rooms, and in a
yery hot and highly humid atmosphere. The monotony of the work,
the noise, and the smell, all affect the children prejudicially and make them less responsive intellectually. Morally
the effect is also undesirable. They become less inclined
to discipline and rougher in manner. 69
The Act of 1844 was still the most important measure, in
spite of its lindtations, that had up to that time been adopted.

69 United States Bureau of Labor Bulletin, No 80,
Washington, D. C., 1909, 13-14..
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The first few acts, though good in intention, had been in effect
of little use, but the factory reformers in Parliament were using
more and more evidence in their reports to substantiate their
agitation for alleviation, even to the point of employing
boyantly colored oratory.

fla~

Again, as in the Acts of 1831 and 1833

the effect of verse and public oratory of melodramatic calibre
began to make itself felt, and popular support for the factory
reforms gained still more momentum.
The investigations of 1842 also showed that conditions
were worse in small factories and still worse in workshops in
which trades were carried on in a small way.

In all trades and

factories children were still employed while very young.

London,

it appeared, was the only exception, not through any good graces
on the part of London employers, but simply because the supply
was greater than the demand.

In the provinces, it was reported,

infants of four were still employed, despite legislation to the
contrary in the calico trade, and in the hosiery trade Northampshire
children sometime s began to wrk when five.

At Northampshire and

at Leicester the regular age of employment was seven.

At Derby

children of two years old, which almost seems unbelievable, were
used in

lace~aking

and it was quite usual to find employees of

four, five and six years old.

The conClusion of this section of

54

the parliamentary report indicated that children were generally
employed as soon as they could be of any service. 70
_
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The =Il;;.;;;l;.;;u;.;;;s..-tr;.;;;a..,t;.:;e-.d London News (August 20, 1842) adopted a
doleful castigating attitude toward the entire problem and decried
the evils wrought on domestic life as a result of factory employment.
Children, by the amount of their wages, have become
independent of their parents, girls have been sent into
the mill before they have learnt the rudiments of domestic
duty, ••• It must also be said that the atmosphere of the
factory is unnatural, and consequently unhealthy; while
the degree of heat tends to the premature development of
the passions, and, as the least baneful consequence, to
early, improper and improvident marriages. The charges
against the factories of being the scenes of violence and
cruelty to children, of extortion against the men, as
destructive alike of life and morality may be considered
as gross extravagances, or little better than falsehoods,
but it is not the less true that neither their moral nor
their physical atmosphere is favorable to the well-being
of the work-people; that, with some honourable exceptions,
the asters are disregardful of the comforts and improvements of those whom they can employ, and think exclusively
of the wealth they can extract from their establishments. • •
As it is, the moral condition of the young and of the homes
whence they came, are in many cases bad. When the mother
is in the factory, the home must be in disorder. When
parents subsist on the earnings of thei.r children, as in
many instances, the relations of domestic life are subverted; the weak labour, the strong are idle, idleness
begets vice, Tice is the parent of discontent, and this
leads to the use of intoxicating drinks; the parent is,
moreover, punished in the disobedience if not insolence
which soon manifests itself on the part of children, who
are well aware how much the family depends on their
earnings. 71
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On }iarch the 7th, 1843, the long desired governmental

measure was introduced by Sir James Graham WlO proposed the reduction
from eight to six and one-half hours and added that the six and onehalf hours were to take place in the forenoon or in the afternoon
but not in both.

'the 'bill was to incltde all children who worked

in silk factories.

The Act of 1844 also granted factory inspectors

the power to appoi.nt "certifying surgeons" who were to certify the
age of children.

It was also the first act to make provision for

acCident prevention.

It prohibited "protected persons" (children

and women) from cleaning shaftings and other transmission machinery
while in motion and also from working between the fixed and moving
parts of any self-acting machine. 72
In passing we might mention that the provisions of the Act
of 1844 became applicable in 1845 to print works.

The next legisla-

tive piece of importance was the "Ten Hours Act" of 1847. There
had been agitation for at least twenty-five years prior to the
passage of this bill for ten hour working days for young persons
and women with Sadler the leading spirit behind it.

A Committee

of the House of Commons had been appointed to investigate the
grounds of Sadler's demand for the Ten Hours Bill.

From the mass

of evidence they presented, we have selected one passage fram the
testimony of Jonathan Dowe, a .ill hand:
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Provided a child should be drowsy (there were plenty
working at six years of age), the overlooker walks
around the room with a stick in his hand, and he
touches the child on the moulder and says, "Come
here!" In the corner of the room is an iron cistern;
it is filled with water; he takes this boy, and holding
him up by his legs, dips him overhead in the cistern,
ani sends him to his task for the remainder of the day;
and that boy is to stani there dripping as he is at his
wrk-he has no chance of drying himself. 73
Naturally, there was the usual amount of strong opposition
in Parliaaent to the proposed measure from the ranks of the vested
interests.

The factory owners, among

~om

was John Bright, argued

that if the manufacturer. were left to themselves, they would do
a great deal for their employees.

liis remarks in Commons are worthy

of note, and he is credited with the following passage:

Lihe

No one
speaker saii! would accus e him of a want of
sympathy with the working classes, but this he would tell
the House, that if they went on, at the bidding of the
working classes, to legislate against the capitalists,
they would find a Tery different feeling engendered among
the latter toward the operatives, from that which the,y
now exhibited. • .Lin his own factor.[7 they had a large
infant school, together with a reading room and news room,
and a school for adults, where the workmen attended after
working hours • • • Not a few hundred pounds per annum were
expended in promoting in this manner the interests of the
workmen, and that, too, wholly independent of the acts of
the legislature. This was the case at many another
wealthy factories; but he would warn the House that if
they now armed the workmen against the capitalists by
fixing by law ten hours, <r any other number of hours
for the duration of labor, and thus interfered with the
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established custom of the kingdom, he believed it would
be impossible that the feeling which heretofore existed
on the part of the manufacturers towards the pperatives
would continue, should the workmen think that by coming
to that House they could fix the time of work and the
amount of wages. • •
Ife 'WOuld not detain the House farther; but believing,
as he did in his heart, that the proposition vas most
injurious and destructive to the best interests of the
country; believing that it was contrary to all principles
of sound legislation, that it was a delusion practiced on
the working classes, that it was advocated by those who
bad no knowledge of the economy of manufactures: believing
that it was one of the worst measures passed in the shape
of an act of the legislature, and that, if it were now
made the law, the necessities of trade and the demands alike
of the workmen and the masters would compel them to retrace
the steps they had taken; believing this, he felt compelled
to give the motion for the second reading of this bill his
most streDUOUS opposition. 74
The passed Ten Hours Bill secured the reduction of the
working time for children under thirteen to five hours per day
and to ten hours for women and young persons between the ages of
thirteen and eighteen.

The law was gradually broadening its scope,

and during the following years various acts were passed which extended the provisions of former acts in one way or another.

The

Acts of 1850 and 1853 pertained to textiles and specified certain
hours during Which the working day was to be observed.

Non-textile

factories and workshops were soon brought within the jurisdiction

74 James Harvey Robinson, Readings
History, Boston, 1909, 285-286.
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of the law.

However, the reports of the Commission appointed in

18il showed that the children employed in numerous industries at
this date began work as young and wrked for as long hours and under
as unhealthy conditions as those whose labor was reported on in 1843.
Unbelievably, in the straw plait schools children of three years of
age were employed and worked all day,.

..Iany were just as young in the

hosiery trade and often worked at night.

It was also reported that

the workrooms were dirty and ill-ventilated,

~ile

were taken on behalf of health and sanitation.

no precautions

If no dates had

been affixed to the 18i3 reports it would have been almost impossible
to distinguish them from the reports of 1843.
The Factory Act of 1874 is worthy of mention because it
raised the minimtUn age of employment for children to ten years.

An

effort to consolidate all of the preceding acts mentioned in one
inclusive act was attempted in 1818.
act was nAn Act to Con.olidate and

The official title of the

~end

the Law Relating to Factories

and. Workshops," and it inclooed all previous legislation froll 1802

to 1878, plus (with some minor changes) the provisions of the Public
Health Act of 1815 and the Elementary Edu:ation Act of 1876.

This

act was prepared with care and stated that those under ten were not
to be _ployed at all, and those. under fourteen should be employed
only half-time, either in the morning or in the afteraoon, or on
.1

I

II

"
'I·"
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a1 temate days.

Tbe hours of sployment for young people were to

be from six to six or seven to seven, of which two hours were to
be devoted to Ileals, and on Saturdays all work was to cease at onethirty.

Adequate sanitary pronsions and ample protection against

accident s were to be guaranteed by th e employer.

The bill also

created. a suitable number of inspectors and assistants to insure
the execution <'I. the law and requested tba t medical. certificates
of fitness fer employment be furnished for all under sixteen.
Weekly certificates had to be obtained from the proper authorities
by th e employers showing th e time required and sp ent in 8c:h 001
attendance for every child in th eir employ. 15
The last piece of legi slation .ieb occurred at the tum of
the ceatury was the comprehensive Factory and Workshops Act of 1901
vhic:h had for its purpose the jrotection of young people employed

in

1110 rking

places.

The age of sployment was rai sed to twelve

years, and the act dealt wi. th the conditions of employment of children,
young persons, and WOllen, particularly the hours in certain .industries
and establishments.

Governmental control and supervision of industrial

labor had been establiShed, but only after a century of agitation,
slow ald even bitter acceptance, and Iluch-needed reform.

Parliamentary

action., in spite ot the laissez faire principle, finally resulted in

15

Willough~,

Child Labor, 22.

L
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the prescription of a minimWl age below which employment is illegal,
regulation of periods of employment for those above the minimum age
by means of fixing a daily minimwll of hour s of work and a minimum
of meal hours and of weekly and annual holidays, the exclusion of
young persons altogether

~rom

occupations, and advocacy that

certain dangerous and unhealthy
~nployment

in all other classes of

work should be rendered safe and as healthy as practicable in
varying circumstances. 76
Not any of the established legislative reforms was easily
achieved.

The press, the pulpit, the platform ani parliament were

the instrumental forces wich forced parliamentary action.

.Alden

relates in Democratic England that
We are jus,t beginning to reap the fruit of the many
conuuittees and inquiries which have brought into prominence
the importance of the "child problem" and enforced the
necessity for immediate action. How widesweeping is the
change in public opinion can be discerned when we remember
that little or no interest was taken in the life of the
child one hundred years ago. At the time of ~le accession
of Queen Victoria not one single act of Parlianlent represented
the parental interest which the State ought to take in the
welfare of the young. The child was a chattel; he had no
rights am liberties. The most brutal cruelty and the most
distressing iguo~~nce were manifested in the treatment of
both boys and girls, and every effort to bring about a change
on tbe part of a few large-h.earted reformers was met by unflinching oppo:.iti~n. The last thirty or forty years,
however, has witnessed a great improvement both in theory
and in practice. We have grown more humane and more thoughtful.

76
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We are no longer prepared--or at least not to the same extent,--to sacrifice all the future life of our country for
lome present gain. This marked change is, in a large measure,
due to the early philanthropists and reformers like Shaftesbury, Oastler, Sadler, and Robert Owen; who first attacked
the horrors and atrocities which marked the introduction of
the factory system. 77
One hundred years of struggle and oPPosition, one hundred
years of combined effort on the part of reformers eventually created
the hard-won legislative measures Which 'alleviated the heavy burden
placed on England's children by her industrial lifeline.

The

promised adjustment which both manufacturers and laissez faire
political economists held out as a happy hope never materialized;
parliamentary legislation proved to be the only alternative in the
solution of a problem, Which, because of its enormity and importance,
could not be worked out in an hour or a day.

One hundred years were

needed to give the children of En.!;hnd ,.nat was rightfully theirs,a chance for survival, an education, a childhood worthy of the name,
and an opportunity to live a decent family life.

CHArTER III
CONDITIONS OF THE CHDtNEY
SW~;rERS I

TRADE

It would scarcely be a complete or balanced presentation
of this survey of a century of child labor if we did not include a
chapter on the employment of children as chimney-sweeps in both the
urban and rural areas.

The use of "sweeps" as they came to be

popularly known, came into vogue in the eighteenth century as the
use of coal for fuel became common.

As early as 1788 a committee

of gentlemen petitioned Parliament for remedial action after an
investigation which they felt was suppressed rather than encouraged
and publicized.

The final result of the petition was an act, with

no parliamentary machinery for its enforcement, requiring that a
sweep be washed of his soot and dirt at least once a week and sent
to church and that he be treated in other respects with as much
hwna.nity and care as the nature of the employment of a chimney-sweep
would admit of.

It was also true, parliamentary objections

to

the

contrary, that mechanical devices were available even at this early
date, and could be used in houses of all kinds except those with
62
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complicated flues. 78
The Act was consistently evaded, and agitation began in
1816 for further measures to curtail the employment of children
engaged as apprentices to _ster-:..weeps.

In 1816 a report was

made to Parliament upon the employment of children in manufactures
Yith a view to finding out whether legislation would be advisable.
The chimney-sweeper's trade was also subject to investigation partly
because the little climbing boy was an appealing picture which figured
in the popular imagination and which seemed to embody the cruelty and
degradation to which child workers were generally subjected for the
purpose of earning a living.

There is no doubt that the boys were

treated with intentional cruelty and had to suffer many hardships
under the perversity of their masters, but it was equally true .that
thousands of other children, less publicized, were enduring equally
as much ill-treatment as the climbing boys.

William Tooke's report

to the House ot Commons in 1817 related:
The 28th. of Geo. III enacts, That no person ahall
..ploy any Boy, in the nature of an apprentice or servant,
under the age of ei ... t years; yet lour COIIIIlittee have been
informed, that infants of the early ages of four, five, and
six years, have been employed, it being the practice for
parents to sell their children to this trade, under-stating
their age; besides, this clause is not considered by the
Master Chimney Sweepers as prohibiting their employment of
their own children, and instances have been adduced before

78 William T. Laprade, Sri tish Histon:
Students, New York, 1926, 594-595.
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your Committee, that haTe satisfied them that such cases
are h1 no means unfrequent. 19
The Committee Report also complained about the deformed
spines, legs and arms of the climbing boys and the twenty and thirty
pound. burdens they were compelled to carry with them plus the soot

from cleaned chimneys.

Evidence of deformed knee and ankle joints

were attributed to the position the children had to maintain in the
chimney in order to support themselves.
scraping and sweeping down soot.

The arms were employed in

A peculiar kind of disease, commonly

known as Chimney-Sweeper's Cancer, was prevalent among the people
engaged in the trade.
Further complaints lodged by the Committee ran thus:
But it is not only the early and hard labour, the spare
diet, the wretched lodging, and harsh treatment, which is the
lot of these children, but in general they are kept almost
entirely destitute of education, and moral or religious instruction; they form a sort of class by theRselves, and from
their work being done so early in the day, they are turned
into the streets to pass their time in idleness and depravity:
thus they becaae an easy prey to those Whose occupation it is
to delude the ignorant and entrap the unwary; and if their
constitution is strong enough to resist the diseases and
deformities which are the consequences of their trade, and
that they should grow so much in stature as no longer to be
useful in it, they are cast upon the world without any means
of obtaining a livelihood, with no habits of industry, or
rather, What too frequently f:~ppeDs, with confirmed habits
of idleness and vice. SO

19 William Tooke, ed., "A Copy of the Report Presented
to the House of Commons," Pampbletee~, London, V. 10, 1817, 485.
80
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Statements in this same report give an estimate of about
200 Master Chimney-Sweepers Who had, rougnly, among them some 500
apprentices.

Not more than twenty of the Master-Sweeps were reputable

tradesmen in easy circumstances Who appeared to conform to the provisions of the Act.

Ninety were spoken of as inferior sweeps keeping

three apprentices each and who neglected the health, morals and
education of the children they employed.

The remainder were a

class of .weeps 'llbO had been journeymen and taken up the trade
because they had no otber means of support.

Their practice was

to pick up boY' as they could, lodge them with themselves in huts,
sheds or cellars in the outskirts of towns.

The real miseries of

the trade were principally to be found in this group_

It,.s con-

clusively found that at Hadleigh, Barnet, Uxbridge and Windsor,
girls had actually been employed in chimney-sweeping.
The Minutes of Evidence presented by the Committee referred
to several cases in point which, even if slightly exaggerated by the
Committee, are still shocking.

William Moles and his wife Sarah were

accused of murdering a six-year old boy, John Hewley, engaged as an
apprentice.

The child was forced up a chimney on the shoulders of a

larger boy, and when his vork was completed, violently pulled down
by the leg and dashed against a marble hearth.

As

a consequence of

this inhumane action, his leg was broken and he died a few hours

i

L
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la ter.

Evidently the judge at Old Bailey thought better of the

matter, for Moles and his wife were not convicted, but he was guilty
of another misdemeanor which netted him two years in prison.

Six

hours work in a six inch flue for a six-year old--a customary and
evidently acceptable practice.
In 1817, 1818, and 1819, Henry Grey Bennet with the
assistance of Wilberforce did not hesitate to make the condition
public, and was able to persuade the House of Commons to pass remedial bills.

The House of Lords, however, in Which sat many

owners of the more troublesome tluea, refused to accept the
measure and countered with arguments that the conditions complained of were exaggerated, that chimney-sweeps were necessary,
and that if they were abolished, greater evils would result.
An

act had been passed, as we mentioned before, under

George III which provided that no persons should employ any boy
in the trade under eight years of age, but this was violated, and
children of four, five and six were freely employed as apprentices.
Parents sold their children because of economic pressure, frequently
lying about their ages.

The children were often beaten before they

went up the chimney, and the boy who followed the small child up the
chimney often stuck pins into the feet of the small boy or lighted
straw and applied it to the feet of the four or fi.a-yearold who
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was squeezing his way up the narrow chimney blocked with soot.
If the children stayed at the trade too long, Chimney-Sweeper's
Cancer resulted.

In general, the lot of the chimney-sweep was one of

early and hard labor, spare diet, wretched lodging, and harsh treatment.

They were kept almost entirely destitute of education and

received no moral or religious instruction.
Society, in its publication entitled

Ill!

The Religious Tract

Young

!2!! ~ ~

Factorl

evidently made some attempts to instruct apprentices in virtue.
An anecdote is told of

• • .a little chimney-sweeper, lIMO was sent to sweep the
chimney of a lady's dreSSing room--a lady of large fortune
and title. The servant wbo showed him into the room
afterwards left it. The boy, supposing himself unobserved,
ventured to take a look at the fine things around him.
This was a dangerous liberty;--the sin of covetousness
often enters at the eye ••• The poor boy was dazzled and
confounded at the brilliant treasures he beheld, but nothing
took his attention so much as a beautiful gold watch set
with diamonds. He looked, and looked again, and thought
what a delightful thing it would be to possess this watch;
and that, as nobody was in the room he might take it without
being missed. He went towards it, and, with a trembling
hand, seized upon it; but, before he put it in his pocket,
his conscience smote him. He repeated those two verses of
a hymn which he had learned at a Sunday school; anl having
done so, replaced the watch and proceeded with his business.
The verses were "Almighty God, thy piercing eye, II etc. He
had thought hi.mself unobserved by human eyes, but he was
mistaken. The lady was in the next room, were she could
see and. hear all that passed, am she kindly resolved to
take the poor boy under her protection, and give him a good
education. She accordingly applied to his master, and got
him released from his employ. She then placed him at school,
aDd afterwards took him into her own service; but finding
that he not only discovered great moral worth and fervent

l
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piety, but also superior talents and capacity for learning
and that he had a strong desire for the ministry, she placed
him at college, to pursue his studies with a view to the
sacred work; and I believe he is at the present time a
much-respected and eminently useful clergyman.8l
The disturbing factor here is that the Religious Tract
Society believed in child labor as a near-adjunct of religious bel i.ef.
"Early to worlC'might be a paraphrase particularly applicable to
their mode ot thinking and instruction.

The approval of any system

of child labor by a religious body aeeas to suggest that religion
had become the tool of the economic interests of the country.

No

protest vas raised by any organised religious body, no detense of
child laborers was made by the Church

ot England.

In an effort to alleviate the wretched conditions

ot

the chimney-sweep apprentices, the Society for the Superseding
of Climbing-Boys was formed.
group to expose the eTils

The endeavors

ot this philanthropic

ot child labor in thia occupation re-

sulted in the publication of reports such aa the one here quoted:
One, out of many proofs in the support of this opinion, may
be drawn from the history of John Castles, convicted at
Old Bailey • • • He had been taken from Bethnal-green workhouse, aM placed with a chimney-sweeper of the name of
Mants, in Whitechapel; then with Smith, alias Godman, on
Saint-Peter's-billj then with Fletcher, at Betbnal-green;
then with Fossett, in Brick-lane; then with Smith again;
then 'With Petrie, in the Old Bailey; and then with Smith
again. The poor child I S mother, ,died about twelve years
ago; he had no friends capable of supporting him, and
when he became larger than the chimnies he had to climb,
he was throw, like every other boy in that trade, upon

81
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the wide wortd, without any means of support. The boy
really appears to bave made every possible effort to
obtain an honest living, but he failed in each attempt,
and after enduring severe hardships, and then remaining
three days and ni§1ts without food, he joined himself
to a company of housebreakers, and gave them the benefit
of his previous training. As might be expected, the
least guilty was first secured, and Castles was sentenced
to transportation. 82
Another case which was used to convince Parliament that
the office of chimney-sweep ought to be done away with was that of
the murdered apprentice, Michael Hurley.

The York assizes charged

George Gridley with the wilful murder of Michael Hurley, an orphan
who was apprenticed to Ann Haigh, a chimney-sweeper at Leeds.
Mistress Haigh said that Michael was a good boy and worked willingly
enough, but ran away from the employment often.
pa tched George Gridley to look for him.

On

She usually dis-

the occasion of his last

and final disappearance,' Gridley recovered the boy eig):lt miles from

home, and beat and abused him on the return journey_

Michael died

shortly after as a result of mistreatment, and enough evidence was
suppressed at the coroner's inquest to justify his verdict of death
by starvation.

The strange circumstances of the death came to Lord

Harewood's attention and the body was disinterred.

Mr. Hay, a

surgeon procured for the disinterment, declared that the death was
caused by ill treatment acting on a frame enfeebled by disease,

82 Twentieth Report ~ !!! Society !2£ Superseding
Necessitx .2! Climbiy BOIS, London, 1803, 4-5.
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excessive fatigue, and want of nourishment.

A verdict of manslaughter

was brouf,ht in and since the penal code did not proportion the punishment to the crime, Gridley merely received a twelve-month imprisonment
in the House of Correction Which he appealed. 83
Public opinion, always a valuable factor in the promotion
of reform, vas created and shaped by public meetings and demonstrations up and down the country in all the large cities and towns after
the exposition of the report of the Committee of 1811.

On Thursday,

June 5th, 1811, Lord Milton presented a petition from the "respectable
inhabitants of Sheffield" which asked for means of abolishing the
practice of sweeping chimnies by means of climbing boys.
agitation brought pressure for parliamentary action.

Increased

On Wednesday,

June 25th, 1817, parliamentarians discussed the violations of the
eight-year employment age, and related that this provision had been
violated with impunity; masteraweeps were using children of four
and six in the trade. 84
It was the unanimous opinion (June 25th) that no regulation
could 'be depended on, and suggestions were made for the gradual
abolition of the trade.

83

!lli.,

Machines had been constructed and were in

5-6.

84 Hansard,!!! Parliamentarx Debates, vol. XXXVI,
April 28 to July 12, 1817, 1155-1157.
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operation which 'WOuld sweep three-fourths of England's chinlllies in
a perfectly satisfactory fashion.
A bill proposed in 1817 in Commons raised the apprenticeship age to fourteen and proposed that no young person be allowed
to work at chimney-sweeping beyond the age of twenty-one, because
of the baneful consequences of engaging in the trade.

Mr. Wil ber-

force, who seconded the motion, read a letter from a clergyman of
a considerable country tOVD, which stated that two children had
stuck fast in cbimnies and suffocated within the course of the
past three months in his locality.8S The bill failed, probably
because of the provision which called for the abolition of
climbing-boys.
The following year (Monday, February 9th, 18lS), Mr. Bennet
proposed a transcript of the Bill of 1817.

Hansard records this per-

tinent passage:
He ffir. Benney* was happy to say that since last year
the desire to abolish this odious practice had been expressed
at public meetings at all the great towns throughout the
country; those meetings unanimously adopting resolutions
that the employment of climbing boys ought not to be any
longer tolerated, especially as a mechanical instrument
was found efficient for the purpose. 86

-

85 Ibid.
*

Brackets ours

S6 Hansard, lh! ParliamentarY Debates, vol. XXXVII,
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Lord MUton's objection to the proposed bill \.as that it
vas too hasty and consequently, he advocated placing a heavy tax
on those who employed climbing boys.
for those WI 0 used machinery.

He added words of commendation

Hr. Bennet countered Lord Mil ton's

objection by stating that five children had lost their lives during
the past year and that Englishmen Who complained of small chimnies
were those who could well afford to have them altered.

Milton

called for a more mature consideration of the bill and it was
prOlllptly tabled.
The refon. party in its desire to carry the legislation
it had nurtured and Cherished presented the blackest side of the
case, and. through the publication alii popularization of true-life
stories such as we have related concerning John Hewley and Michael
Hurley, acquainted an influential section of the public with the
deplorable conditions of the chimney-sweepers' apprentices.

As a

consequence of their agitation for reform, parliamentary action
was tak. en.

The abuses of this trade were smlller in scope, affecting

some five hundred children, Whereas, by 1839, according to Willoughby's statistics, 192,887 children under eighteen were employed in
English factories. 87

By ,ilid-century the climbing boy was a wistful,

Willoughby, Child Labor, 20.
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appealing figure of the early decades of the century; a reminder
of wretched abuse and abject poyerty personified by a six-year
old dragging twenty pounds of equipment and soot about on a
deformed, welted body.

CHAPTER IV

COAL MINING ABUSES AND
:,'UBSEQUENT LKGIS1ATION

We have examined rather lengthily the conditions and
legislation relative to the textile and allied industries, and
rather briefly the abuses prevalent in the chimney sweepers'
trade, but there remains one branch of child labor ~lieh presents
an even worse, if that is possible, picture of the English working
children of the nineteenth century.

The moral atmosphere vas bad

in the factories and the physical and mental hardships almost unbearable at times, but conditions were far more degrading in the
English mines.

According to the Report of 1842 on child labor, it

was estimated that fully one-third of those employed in the coal
mines were children under eighteen, and of these, more than half
were under thirteen.

The report, wich consisted of some two

thousand pages, was devoted chiefiy to work in the coal mines.
Hours in the mines for women and children ranged trom fourteen to
sixteen dally. and the work

lk.... S

investigators far the HOUle of

physically difficult.
COIIlIIOllS

14

One of the

told his colleagues:

itA
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woman told me the other day that often ~en in harness her shoulders
were so lacerated that the blood oozed through her garments at the
side of her leathern belt. M88
Tbe dayts work often included the scraping out of a
seam some eignteen inches deep, and it was found that children
were particularly adaptable to this kind of 'WOrk.

ChUdren were

taken into the mines as early as four and six years of age.
usual age for entering the mines was eight or nine.

A

The

great deal

of the suffering was entailed by the narrowness of the cuttings
and the primitive method of transporting the coal.

The children,

generally naked, crawled on their hands and knees, harnessed by
an iron c:h.ain and band around the waist, by which they dragged or

pushed hurlly loaded cars of coal through the narrow underground
passageways.89 A report on the joppa colliery by an inspector revealed
the shocking conditions in the underground pits. He related the
following abuses:
Descending tile pit a few weeks since, in the neighborhood
I never was more shocked at th~ degradation of
a human being, 'While the toils and suffering which this
labor reflects are unequalled. Dragging like horses in
their hands aM knees through seams in the sharp rock s,
which barely admit them, the limbs of these poor creatures

ot franent,

88 Hansard,!!!.! .El\rliamentm Debates, vol. LXIX, Hay 9
to June 15, 1843, 466.
89 Willoughby, Child Labor, 17.
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are subject to the severest bruises and cuts while harnessed
to their heavy pads, Which they pull to exhaustion over the
tramways, sometimes many inches deep in vater. SO
Committees had been appointed by the House of Commons
in the year 1800 to inquire into the state of the coal trade and
the reports were finally published in 1829.

The Lords appointed

a select comai ttee in 1829, and again in 1836 to inquire into the
coal trade primarily to see if conditions were as bad as the
Commons reports claimed.

It remained for Lord Ashley to bring in

a bill which became law in 1842. The bill prohibited the emp10ymellt below ground of women and also of girls and boys below the
age of ten years. 9l

It also gave the Secretary of State the right

to appoint inspectors who would visit and actually investigate
conditions in the mines.
TreJllenheire.

The first appointed inspector vas

hoven though he did much, there is no evidence that

he ever made any routine inspection underground, and apparently
it vas not expected of him.

The inspectors proved to be in most

cases merely scientific assistants to the coroners. 92
In May, 1842, Southwood Smith, Thomas Tooke, R.J. Saunders
and Leonard Horner, all factory inspectors, published a report on

90 Hansard, Ih! Parliamentary Debates, vol. LXIX, May 9
to June 15, 1843, 466-467.

91 Ludwig Teleky, HistorY
New York, 1948, 117.
92 lbid., 224.
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young persons in mines which was officially labelled "First Report
of the Children's Employment Commission."

Children of seven or

eight, the inspectors concluded, were universally employed in the
mines.

Their investigations disclosed an instance of a three-year

old lugging coal lumps daily for a livelihood.

Many children were

employed as trappers vhich entailed operating ventilating doors on
1IIhich the safety of the mine depended.

The usual sixteen hour

working day was spent crouching in solitude in a small dark hole.
Those who drew trucks were "harnessed like dogs in a
go-cart fl93 and crawled on all fours down passages which proved in
some instances to be only eighteen inches high.

Other children

manipulated the pumps, standing ankle deep in water for twelve
working hours.
It is easy to imagine the physical condition of women
who began to work prematurely.
were old and infirm cripples.

By

the age of thirty the mine-women

Cruel stories of mine atrocities were

delivered by witnesses before the Commission of 1842.

One witness

described how he had seen another boy beaten with a pickaxe.

Lord

Ashley referred, in a speech in Commons, to another lad whose master
was habitually given to beating him with a stick through which a

93 Bryant, English Saga, 51-52.
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n.aU was driven.

Upon examination it was discovered. that the child's

loins and back were beaten to a Jelly. his arm was broken, and his
head covered with the marks of old wounds. 94
Even lIore pititul was the lack of religious instruction
and moral training uhibited by mine children.

Ignorance ot even

the bareat moral essentials and the commonest religious beliets
vas rite.

Spargo, in

D!!

.2a sl the ghildren, records an

Bitter

almost unbelievable incident related by Robert OWen.

One day Owen

paid a visit to an English coal aine and had occasion to speak with
a twelve-year old boy.

He asked him, quite simply, it he Imew God.

The boy stared vacantq at Owen.
don't.

am

"God?" he said, "God?

ae . s t work in .ome other mine. a9S

No, I

Obviously, religion

Wales were antithetical, or at least had never been introduced.
Factory inspection bad opened the vay tor aine inspection,

and the Coal Mines Regulation Act ot 1850 made provision tor more
adequate inspection ot the mine••
It remained for Lord Ashley to tollow up on the passage
ot the Bill of 1842 with requests for further legislation in behalt
of the colliers.

He beUed the attention of the right honorable

Secretary of State for the HOMe Departmeat to consider a letter trom

94
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nu_al Barber, a member of the Halifax Union, requesting some form
of alleviation for the children engaged in mining.

Barber also

enclosed a copy of the Halifax Guardian which reported this case in
its columns:
It is this week our painful duty to record one of the most
revolting cases of barbarous treatment that it ever fell
to our lot to notice. The case affords another illustration
of the cruelties practiced upon children doomed to slave
labor in a coal min., and we beg distinctly to observe,
that we have understated rather than overstated the t~eatment
of the wretch whoae DaIle we shall shortl,. introduce. 96
The Halifax 9uardian went on to relate how J_el Whiteley,
a poor orphan boy about seventeen years of age, had been apprenticed
to Joseph Whiteley, a collier residing at Blackley, near Elland,
about seven years previousl,. as a burrier.

At the tirae of bis

induction as an apprentice he was about nine

am

object of most aevere ani harsh punishment.

The labor he had to

soon became the

do was the vUest drudgel"J and when his limbs failed to do tbeir
duty, a huge strap or a thick piece ot wood val applied with
vigor to his person.

Six o'clock was the usual hour at which he

was lent into tbe pit and it wal six o'clock, or sometimes eight
or nine otclock in the evening when be ...rged from the pit.

His

only subsistence was a muffin or some other edible plul the un/

96 Hansard, Tho Parliamentaq Debate!" vol. LXVI,

1343-1346.

!
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palatable water in tbe pit. 97
It appeared that the severe floggings which Whiteley
received at the haDd. of hi. master caused him to run away.

Un-

fortunately, he wa. cm.t aDd. returned to his muter vho beat
hi.a so cruelly that his hack became one masS of sores and he could

not lie in bed.

Large pieces of flesh were torn away from his

knee-cap by the use of the buckle-end of his strap.

The boy was

locked up in a cellar with nothing to eat and made to walk back
and forth in the cellar with a heavy bag of iron suspended from
his neck.

wnen the master left the house, Whiteley almost miraculously
escaped.

lie traveled through the woods, but had to hide on several

occasions when the master' 8 searching party nearly caught up with
him; he finally found safety along with food and shelter at the home

of a kind old
his ca.e

am

WOJI&l1.

He

'Wal

able to reach the constable 'Who heard

r . .ved him to the workhouse.

Hia body was examined

and one part of it }resented the appearance of raw diseased meat

rather than that of human flesh and skin. S8
The difficulties and abuses exposeel in the aeport of 1842
were manifold, and it .e.s quite evi.clent that law did not reach to

97 Ibid.
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the depths of the coal mines.

The children were treated like brutes

and liYN with no regard to morals, religion, education, or health.

Since the work gave the children no training, there were no chances
of employment later.

They were not employed because the trade was

expanding, but simply because their labor was cheap.99
The complacency of the mine owners is evident from the
account &lYOn in the House of Commons durin& 1843 by' Mr. Cummings
Bruce, who related that he had spoken to a number of mine owners
who were of the opinion that those females above the age of

ei~teen,

married or widows, should be permitted, if it SO pleased them, to
continue to work in the collieries, because they had been brougbt up
in that eployment and. were not capable of any other.

He a180

rela ted for the benefit of ColllllOns that the conduct of the mine
liOrkers was superior to IIlOSt classes of the population.

To sub-

stantiate his case with an aample, he .poke about a pit-worker,
Helen Weir by naJIe,
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that he might convillce the fA.ers of the

lower House that mine work was not unhealthy, as many of the had
cla1me4.

Helen had 1C)rked for four years at the Elgin collieries

and for three years in a factorr.

The factory dust had made her

hoarse and the 1011& hours made her legs swell; she returned to the
collieries and there regained her health.

As a final gesture,

Bruce quoted troll a letter he had. received from a subcOlllldssioner:
"I heard of no complaints from the children of overtatigue, or of

99

Dualop, !9Jlllb Apprenticeship, 268.
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being oppressed by the workmen for whom they draw, who are usually
the father, elder brother, or nearest relation, nor do medical
men attribute any injury to drawing. nlOO
This was clearly an effort to whitewash the mine owners
and blanket the reports and investigations which had been conducted
chiefly in Coamtons since 1800.

The supporters of mne reform, led

by Lord Albley, counter-attacked after Mr. Bruce'. memorable speech

with f..-ther evidence Jrodng conclusively that conditions were not
all that Mr. Bruce and his subcommissioner colleagues believed and
stated.

Regarding the _rality of children in mines, the reformers

related:
With so. rare exceptions, few of the children who work
in the collieries are taught sewing or other domestic
work either. Those mo go illto the mines acquire habits
of tippling; it is not unCQIIDlOn to see children of twel Ye
drunk. Lying, stealing, cruelty, and all sorts of moral
evils abound in the lives of the uneducated miners. lOl

Many of the children had no mental outlook beyond the
little world they lived in.

Some of the children were questioned

and their replies indicate the horrible lack of knowledge which
prevailed among them.

One thought that the world might be about

one hundred aile. long.

A fourteen to sixteen hour work-day bad

100

(iansard,!!.! Parliamentary Debates, vol. LXIX,

101

!.lli.,

429-437.
461.
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succeeded in dwarfing their intellects and wearing out their little
bodies in order that the mine operators might gain a little or a
larger profit for themselves.

The striking evil vas the injustice

done to the children and the complacent attitude of the owners who
affirmed that it vas the duty of the lower orders to work and work
hard, and to train their children to work equally as hard.
Other regulation acts were fa.sed in 1855, 1860, 1872,
1890-1891, 1894, 1905, 1910, and 1911.

The Act of 1890-1891 concerning

hygiene and safety in mines prohibited the underground employment of
children under the age of twelve.

In addition to the Mines Regulation

Acts, various Factory and Workshop Acts which affect such parts of
the surface arrangenent of the mines as coke ovens have been applied,
and the Education Acts enforce certain conditions bearing on the

education of children.

Penalties are imposed for employing children

in contravention of those acts.

These reforms of the nineteenth century were carried on
only after continuous pressure and agitation had been brought to bear
on the law-making body of the English people.

Full evidence of the

conditions of child labor were accessible to the Commons, but evidences and reasons were not enough to stir them to activity.

Effective

laws were not passed until the outcry of the extremists had awakened
the -.otions of the legislature.

To a coDsiderable extent, the

84

reform. were sentimental, but the ..elioration of conditions for
large numbers of children was effected.

Although the reforms dealt

only with the obvious and intolerable physical and moral evils,
and affected only certain classes of employment, the good accomplished

in behalf of the children outweighs the consideration that the ultimate in child labor legislation was not accomplished.
A whole century of experience proved the necessity of
legislation for the child worker, and exposed the delusiveness of
"free competition" and individual bargaining for labor.

The children

were helpless in the labor market, hunger and poverty had conquered
the prejudices of their parents, and it became the duty of the State
to enact legislation to save the energies ot the young for better
things, rather than allow them to be ruthlessly exploited.
It was the pressure of public opinion and the agitation
for reform in Commons which finally brought results in the form of
the Factory aDd Workshop Acts, the Mines Regulations Acts, and the
Education Acts. Since the passage of the Consolidation Act of 1901
numerous additional acts have been passed; social legislation has
not been static.

The constant conflict between the destructive

forces of untrammeled industry, sacrificing the children to its
dominant end, production, and the protective intervention of
society, staying those forces in the interests of humanity, has
produced the hiChly developed system of factory legislation relating

85
to

children which England

DOW

possesses, based on over a century

of experience and reform agitation.
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APPENDIX I

YEAR OF PASSAGE AND MAIN PROVISIONS AFl'ECTING HOORS OF WORK
OF FACTORY ACTS OF GREAT BRITAIN*

YlWt

INDUSTRIES

OPERATIVES AFFECTED

DETAILS

1802

cotta

apprentices

Twelve hour day,
between 6 a.m. and
9 p.m.; night work
regulated

1819

cotton

children

Minimum age nine
years; children
nine to sixteen
years limited to
twelve hours a day

1825

cotton

children

Saturday's work
limited to nine
hours, before 4:30;
weekly hours 69;
work day from 5 a.m.
to 8 p.m.

1831

cotton

children 9
to 13; and
young persons
13 to 18 years

Prohibited night
wrk for _ployees
under 21; children
and young persons
limited to 12 hours
daily and 69 a week

1833

textiles

children 9 to
13; and young
persons 13 to
18 years

Children limited. to
9 hour day. 48 per
week; young persons
remain 69 weekly

.
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YEAR

INDUSTRIES

18«

textiles

children, young
persons, women

Halt-time srtem for
children; 6 hour day
or ten hours for three
alternate days and
'WOllen to work same
hours as young persons

1845

print
works

children, young
persons, women

Abo.. details extended
to print works

1841

textiles

yomg
persons
aDd w__

"Ten Hours Act" 11
hours daily and 63
weekly from July 1,
1841 10 hours daily
and 58 weekly from.
July 1, 1848

1850

textiles

young persons
aDd women

Hours lO! daily, 60
weekly, between 6 a.m.
and 6 p.m. or 7 a.m.
and 1 p.m. and to
2 p.m. on Saturday

1853

textiles

children

Extension of act of
1850

1860

bleaching
and dye
works

OPERATIVES AFFECTED

children 8 to
13; young
persons 13 to
18 years; women

DErAILS

Except bleaching in
open air; 12 hour day
between 6 a.m. and
8 p.m. and to 4:30 p.m.
on Saturdays

II

I['I'

'I

I

i,i

.
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YEAR

INDUSTRIES

OPERATIVES AFFF£TED

DE1'AILS

1861

hosiery

children 8 to
13; young persons
13 to 18; wolllen

Extension of acts of
1850 except youths 16
to 18 I114Y work 9 hours
between 4 a.m. and
10 p.m.

1864

fustian cut

children, young
persons, wom.en

Extension of all
previous acts applied
to textiles

1861

potterymakinih
workshops,
factories

children, young
persons, women

Extended acts to any
premises constituting
one trade establishment
employing 50 or more in
manufacturing

1810

print, and
bleach and
dye works

children and
young persons

Open-air work regulated

1871

brick and
tile works

children and.
young persons

Children under 10 and
females under 16
prohibited

1874

textiles

children 10 to
13 years; young
persons 13 to
18 years; vomen

Employment of children
under 10 forbidden;
children bave hours as
before but not to be
employed Saturdays if
working over 5 hours
any day of the week;
hours 56! weekly; after
Jan. 1, 1876, minimum
full time age 14 years,
unless evidences of
proficiency in school
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.
OPERATIVES AFFECTED

DETAILS

textUes

children, young
persons, women

Children 6~ hours
daily or 10 hours
tor three alternate
days, between 6 a. m.
or 7 a.m. and 1 p.m.
or between 1 p.m.
and 6 p.m. or 7 p.~.
Saturday's work to
end at 1 p.m.

non-textUe

children, young
persons and

Children same as in
textUe mills, but
to end Saturdays
2 p.m..; younf persons
am women 10 2 hours,
6 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
1 a.m. to 1 p.m., or
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.;
exceptions; end
Saturdays 2 p.m.

YEAR

INDUSTRIES

1878

1818

women

1878

domestic
lIIOrkers

children and
young persons

Children as in nontextile factories;
young persons as in
workshops; women
not regula ted

1891

domestic
workers

children only

Minimum age for

1895

factories
am workshope

children, young
persons, lIIOmen

Young persons overtime prohibited;
women's overtime
limited to 2 hours

half-timers raised
from 10 to 11 years

·
YEAR
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INDUSTRIES

DETAILS

OPERATIVES AFFECTED

a day, 3 days a week,
30 days a year, with
exceptions; regulation
extended to laundries
1901

factories,
workshops

children, young
persons, women

No children under 12
years to be employed;
many detailed provisions
giving hours of employlIlent in particular
industries and establishments; the period of
employment in textile
factories reduced
1 hour Saturdays

*This table was adapted from the United States Bureau
Bulletin, !9.. §Q., a 1901 publication.
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